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Editorial
Singing the praises of soil quality,
a major new initiative to develop COVID-19
treatments and the startling success of a
nature-based weight management solution
welcome to this month’s Research*eu magazine
Autumn is traditionally harvest time in Europe and many children
(if your editor’s experience as a child is anything to go by) will
be learning all about the harvest festival in school right around
now and singing songs about the importance of cauliflowers fluffy
and cabbages green, strawberries sweeter than any you’ve seen,
beetroots purple and onions white.
The latter parts of the above sentence, as you probably guessed,
are lyrics from a song about the harvest that all English-speaking
children have to sing during their school assemblies in September
and October. But nowhere in the song is there a mention about the
importance of the soil that the sheer number of crops referenced
have to grow in – and would you believe it, we’re focusing on soil
quality in this issue’s special feature, with a particular nod toward
the importance of soil quality for agricultural purposes.
The truth is that soil degradation caused by climate change and
various human activities has become an extremely important issue
that will need swift and innovative solutions over the coming years.
On a positive note though, soil is pretty robust and resilient and can
heal itself if given the chance. This is why more sustainable, environmentally conscious agricultural methods are being pioneered by
plucky and innovative researchers across Europe and we feature
some of them in this month’s special feature. We also want to
underline the importance of the need to decontaminate and help
breathe new life into spoiled soil, so we’ve also included a couple of
projects that have been specifically working on this as well. Enjoy!

In other news (before the lyrics of that song get stuck in your editor’s head for days), in Project of the Month, we’re showcasing a
new and very large industry and EU-funded consortium, the CARE
project. This enormous initiative, with a budget of EUR 75.8 million,
will be working hard to identify and develop new and effective
therapies to successfully treat COVID-19. We very much wish
them all the luck in the world in their endeavour and no doubt we
will cover their progress as it happens here on CORDIS over the
coming months and beyond.
Meanwhile, in Life After, we touch base again with a cuttingedge Spanish SME that has been seeing success after success
in launching its nature-based weight management solution in
markets spanning from the US to Europe to Asia, and in
EU Agenda, we give you the details of some of the important events
taking place in the month of November. But, as we cautioned last
month, these events are obviously subject to short notice change or
cancellation due to the pandemic, so we advise you to please go
regularly to the website of any event you’re interested in for the most
up-to-date info.
As always, wishing all of our readers good health, especially as
the colder months begin to draw in – but if you have any queries,
questions or suggestions (but hopefully never a complaint), please
feel free to drop us a line at editorial@cordis.europa.eu
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An innovative analyser speeds
up drug manufacturing
The biopharma and biotech industry has been facing major issues for some time
now: costly batch failures and long lead times. The new analyser developed during
the CELLUP project expedites the development of vaccines and biodrugs, enabling
product control during manufacturing.
Only a few parameters such as temperature and pH
are currently monitored in real time during cell cultures
required for the production of biological medicines. Monitoring and replenishment of nutrient supply is carried
out manually, while downstream processes involve complex and laborious methods.

AN INNOVATIVE ANALYSER
To address limitations associated with cell batch failure, high cost and long lead times, scientists from the
EU-funded CELLUP (Innovative in-line Raman analytical
sensor for new upstream cell culture monitoring and
quality control) project developed a hardware suite of
analysers for process development. The ProCellics™ suite
is based on Raman spectroscopy, a methodology commonly used in chemistry to provide a structural fingerprint by which molecules can be identified. “Our goal
was to offer flexibility, quality control and complete
automation to pharmaceutical companies that manufacture biological medicines,” explains project coordinator
Christophe Bonneville.
Importantly, the CELLUP analyser enables pharmaceutical and biotech companies to expedite the development of vaccines and other biological drugs, so they
can be released quicker. Compared to existing solutions,
ProCellics™ enables in situ non-destructive sampling and
real-time, fast multi-parameter control in compact hardware. From a software perspective, ProCellics™ software
has been specifically designed to meet the biopharmaceutical industry’s needs, thanks to multivariate, integrated analysis and real-time monitoring.
ProCellics™ can significantly improve the entire process
used to manufacture vaccines or biodrugs: from cell cultivation, production and harvest, to final downstream

4
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processes. Through a single probe, the suite can simultaneously monitor – in-line and in real time – many
parameters such as cell density, glucose, ammonium,
lactate, glutamic acid and protein titre.
In vaccine production, it allows the monitoring of viral
particle concentration and virus inactivation without the
need for sampling. The capacity to monitor real-time
antibody concentration, aggregation and glycosylation
renders ProCellics™ an invaluable tool in therapeutic antibody production.

PROCELLICS™ PERFORMANCE
AND FUTURE PROSPECTS
In collaboration with 14 different partners,
CELLUP researchers have assessed and optimised the
ProCellics™ analyser in both upstream and downstream
applications. This has led to top-notch results such
as monitoring of specific downstream processes, very
stable closed loop nutrient feeding and early contamination detection. Furthermore, leaders in the
pharmaceutical industry (such as Sanofi Pasteur and
GlaxoSmithKline, alongside several biotech companies
in Europe and North America) have purchased and tested
the ProCellics™ analyser.

“

The CELLUP solution is a
step forward for bioprocessing in terms
of integration, monitoring and ease of
operation.

”

© PopTika, Shutterstock

“The CELLUP solution is a step forward for bioprocessing in terms of integration, monitoring and ease of
operation,” notes Bonneville. He is confident that the
implementation of ProCellics™ will be beneficial for
biopharma, helping to address processing limitations,
and increase productivity and manufacturing capacity.

understanding of bioprocessing and competencies in
automation, CELLUP partners were able to develop the
ProCellics™ analyser, a solution trusted by many pharmaceutical companies around the globe.

According to Bonneville: “The CELLUP project has
been instrumental for the evolution of RESOLUTION
Spectra Systems into a market leader and premium
developer of a scalable platform for bioprocessing analytical instrumentation.” By gaining a deep

CELLUP
⇢ Coordinated by RESOLUTION Spectra Systems in France
⇢ Funded under H2020-HEALTH
⇢ cordis.europa.eu/project/id/779218
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Adaptation to a new territory:
the role of pathogens and
the immune system
The current COVID-19 pandemic highlights the threat of emerging infectious
diseases to human health. To understand the role of human intervention
in the spread of these diseases, European scientists investigated wild rodents
in Ireland as a model system.
study of infection dynamics and immunogenetics at
a bioinvasion front) took advantage of the bank vole
(Myodes glareolus), a wild rodent introduced in Ireland
via Germany in the 1920s. The project was undertaken
with the support of the Marie Skłodowska-Curie Actions
(MSCA) programme and aimed to analyse the infection
dynamics of native and invasive species in relation to
immune phenotype.

© Davydele, Shutterstock

“The continuing range expansion of the bank vole within
Ireland presents a natural large-scale perturbation experiment, with empirical data and known expansion routes
already available,” explains MSCA fellow Peter Stuart. The
bank vole is, therefore, an established model species for
studying disease dynamics in a more natural environment. Along with this, it is suitable for investigating the
factors that influence the invasion process and the emergence of any infectious diseases. Furthermore, it offers
the opportunity to investigate the ecological and evolutionary adaptation of immune responses.
Most emerging infectious diseases (EIDs) originate from
wildlife, and host or parasite translocations by human
intervention constitute primary drivers. However, the
interactions between the invading and native host’s parasites, and their immune responses, are poorly understood.
As with COVID-19, we don’t know why certain individuals
have a higher risk of getting seriously infected.

STUDYING PARASITE-HOST
INTERACTION IN WILD RODENTS
Scientists with the project INVASIMMUN (The unseen
adaptation of a non-native: A unique spatiotemporal

6
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To investigate helminth (parasitic worm) parasites and
their dynamics, the fellow followed M. glareolus and the
native wood mouse (Apodemus sylvaticus) in woodlands across Ireland. Contrary to existing studies that
primarily focus on invasive host species or the native host
species, INVASIMMUN studied parasite transmission in
both species. Data on parasite communities at different
stages of host life unveiled a dynamic process in host
parasite interaction.
M. glareolus in Ireland was found to have lower parasite
diversity compared to its relatives from across Europe
and the wood mouse in Ireland. In addition, the expanding

“

Despite increased biosecurity,
species will continue to change as a result
of increased global travel networks and
climate change. As species disperse, so will
their parasites, leading to EIDs.

M. glareolus population was less parasitised than the core
population, possibly influencing the successful spread of
the invader across Ireland. Overall, the spatiotemporal
analysis on parasite dynamics of both native and invasive
species demonstrated an important role for seasonality
and the stage of the invasion.
Researchers also measured immune gene expression and
identified changes in the immune phenotype and natural
pathogen exposure during the colonisation process by the
bank voles. “This will further our understanding of the key
question in this study of who is getting infected and why,”
notes Stuart.

PROJECT IMPACT AND
FUTURE PROSPECTS
According to the enemy release hypothesis, host population dynamics are influenced by pathogens, parasites and
predators. When a species invades a new territory, it leaves
behind these enemies, and the success of its dominance in the new environment depends on the encounter
with native pathogens. By transferring knowledge on
disease transmission obtained from laboratory animals
into the wild, INVASIMMUN has managed to study the
complexity of the immune response during species
adaptation in a new environment.

”

With a view to the future, Stuart adds: “Despite increased
biosecurity, species will continue to change because of
increased global travel networks and climate change. As
species disperse, so will their parasites, leading to EIDs.”
With new funding from the EU-funded BIODIVERSA and
EPA Ireland project, Stuart will continue research on the
relationship between biodiversity and disease using wild
rodents as a model system.

I N VA S I M M U N
⇢
⇢
⇢
⇢

Coordinated by Trinity College Dublin in Ireland
Funded under H2020-MSCA-IF
cordis.europa.eu/project/id/749312
Project website: bit.ly/32T7Sec
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Improving our understanding
of the body’s immune response
To uncover more about how immune responses work, the DCBIO project explored
the minutiae of dendritic cells. The work could help scientists better understand
ageing and deterioration of the immune system.
“Broadening our knowledge of how the immune system
works is critical to allowing the development of creative
therapeutic strategies to address unmet medical needs,”
says Nilushi De Silva, Marie Skłodowska-Curie research
fellow at the Institut Curie France, and lead researcher on
the project DCBIO (In vivo functions of nuclear envelope
rupture and antiviral specialization in dendritic cells).

DCBIO aimed to reveal novel mechanisms that regulate
the immune system. The team investigated whether the
nuclear envelope, which is the membrane surrounding
the nucleus, has a role in immune system regulation,
and explored the division of antiviral labour among dendritic cells.

R esearch eu #96 O ctober 2 0 2 0
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”

We believe our study may also reveal
important markers of immunosenescence
that could have clinical applications for
monitoring ageing within the immune
system.

Dendritic cells are critical to immune responses against
viruses in mammal systems, working at the border
between innate and adaptive immunity. They work like
watchmen in the body, seeking out and presenting invading viral antigens to other killer cells which then destroy
the invader.
Researchers had previously observed that in physically
constricted environments in lab settings, migrating dendritic cells can result in the nuclear envelope breaking
open on some cells.
“This finding was surprising as healthy cells usually
only open their nuclear envelope immediately before
division. Indeed, a nuclear envelope breach outside this
context could be highly dangerous as it could lead to DNA
damage caused by the entrance of antiviral enzymes, or
spark unwanted immune responses,” De Silva explains.
The immune consequences of nuclear envelope rupture in vivo are unknown and were investigated in the
DCBIO project.

NUCLEAR EFFICIENCIES

© Kateryna Kon, Shutterstock

The team investigated the impact of nuclear envelope
modulation on the immune system by analysing a
range of immune cell populations in mice. They identified a nuclear envelope mutant with a striking loss of
an important immune population residing within the lung.
This phenotype was associated with DNA damage and
lung pathology.

“Interestingly, we believe this phenotype also mimics
some aspects of natural ageing resulting in an aged
immune population residing within the body of a young
mouse. This work has implications for understanding
natural ageing mechanisms within the immune system,”
notes De Silva.
Immunosenescence, the deterioration of the immune
system, and immune system ageing are not well understood,
so understanding these mechanisms further should reveal
opportunities for new treatment interventions.
“We believe our study may also reveal important markers
of immunosenescence that could have clinical applications for monitoring ageing within the immune system,”
adds De Silva.

PERSONAL JOURNEY
De Silva is pleased to be able to contribute to our understanding of these fundamental medical processes, to
help scientists reveal new therapeutic opportunities in
the future. She explains how the Horizon 2020 grant
was crucial. “Without this long-term support, it would not
have been possible for me to explore these bold ideas,”
De Silva notes.
“I am proud that I was able to train as a scientist and work
on cutting-edge questions. Sitting in my first biology class
in high school, the thought of becoming an active scientist
seemed like a very distant possibility.”
The next steps are to conduct further research into the
links between nuclear protection provided by the nuclear
envelope and ageing in the lung.

DCBIO
⇢
⇢
⇢
⇢
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Coordinated by the Institut Curie in France
Funded under H2020-MSCA-IF
cordis.europa.eu/project/id/751735
Project website: sites.google.com/view/nicolasmanellab/
projects

P R OJ E C T O F T H E M O N T H

Europe’s largest initiative
officially launched to accelerate
treatments for COVID-19
With an effective vaccine still some time away and the ever-present threat of a new wave
of COVID-19, we are pleased to highlight the launch of an EUR 75.8 million EU and
industry-funded initiative whose sole purpose is to accelerate the discovery and development
of urgently needed medicines to treat SARS-CoV-2, the virus that causes COVID-19.

“

© Lightspring, Shutterstock

Beyond the scientific excellence of the
different teams involved in this very ambitious
project, CARE is bringing together 37 partners in
an alliance pooling their expertise and know-how
around an ambitious 5-year work plan to develop
therapeutics against the current COVID-19
pandemic.

”

Yves Lévy, CARE project coordinator

The most promising candidates will be advanced into
Phase 1 and Phase 2 clinical trials in humans.
CARE (Corona Accelerated R&D in Europe) aims to
create effective therapies with a positive safety
profile and develop new drugs and antibodies specifically
designed to tackle the virus.

CARE and all of its members are dedicated to winning the
fight against COVID-19 and CORDIS will of course aim to
regularly provide its readers with updates on the project’s
progress as it happens!

Its strategy is based on three core pillars: Drug repositioning, by screening and profiling compound libraries contributed by partners with the aim of rapidly progressing
molecules to advanced stages of clinical testing; smallmolecule drug discovery based on in silico screening
and profiling of candidate compounds directed against
SARS-CoV-2 and future coronavirus targets; and virusneutralising antibody discovery using fully human phage
and yeast display, immunisation of humanised animal
models, patient B cells and in silico design.

For more information please see: cordis.europa.eu/project/
id/101005077

CARE
⇢ Coordinated by the National Institute for Health and
Medical Research in France
⇢ Funded under H2020-HEALTH
⇢ cordis.europa.eu/project/id/101005077

If you are interested in having your project featured in ‘Project of the Month’ in an upcoming issue,
please send us an email to editorial@cordis.europa.eu and tell us why!
R esearch eu #96 O ctober 2 0 2 0
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Empowering regulators
to combat fiscal fraud
A researcher at Utrecht University in the Netherlands is helping regulators prevent
corporate tax fraud and put unpaid taxes back into the public coffers.

Since 2008, a number of new policy reforms aimed at
combating tax evasion have been implemented. As these
reforms represent a sea change in tax policy and the EU fiscal
regime, it is essential that all stakeholders have a clear understanding of what’s required, what works, and what doesn’t.
To help, the EU-funded COFFERS (Combating Fiscal Fraud
and Empowering Regulators) project developed a framework for better understanding the current state of affairs,
gauging the traction of regulatory innovation, identifying
the trajectory of system change, and remedying deficiencies
in EU fiscal policy.

10
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“Our ultimate goal was to bring unpaid taxes back into the
public coffers,” says Brigitte Unger, a professor at Utrecht
University and COFFERS project coordinator.

IDENTIFYING THE LOOPHOLES
To accomplish this goal, researchers studied the effectiveness of international tax reforms at reducing tax avoidance,
tax evasion and money laundering. They also estimated
the amount of unpaid taxes and provided policymakers with recommendations for closing loopholes in the
international tax system.
One of the key findings was that when it came to reducing
tax evasion, the Automatic Exchange of Information was an
effective international policy reform. However, while the US
does not participate in the reform, Europe is still required to
provide information about the finances of US citizens. “This
lack of reciprocity creates loopholes for Europeans and
incentives to place their money overseas,” explains Unger.

© Josie Elias, Shutterstock

Every year, tax avoidance, tax evasion and money laundering activities keep up to an estimated EUR 15 trillion out
of the public coffers. Unfortunately, for far too long, a lack
of international policies and regulations meant this money
was able to circulate free of any consequences. But with
the financial crisis of 2008 and the subsequent need for
countries to quickly raise revenues, this began to change.

Speaking of loopholes, the project also noted the negative
effect that such national policies as ‘golden visas’ have
on financial compliance. “With very little money, people
can buy a golden passport in Malta, Cyprus or other jurisdictions and essentially escape from the exchange of
fiscal information,” says Unger.
Another loophole is ‘freeports’. “Freeports were meant to
allow goods to be brought in from foreign countries without paying duty so long as they were going to be exported
again,” observes Unger.
“However, because they are excluded from existing
regulations, they are now used to permanently storing
money, art and wealth in places like Switzerland and
Luxembourg.”

potential conflict of interest that must be made transparent,” she notes.
What can be done to close these loopholes? The COFFERS
project recommends that regulators create public registries of ultimate beneficial ownership. “If one knows who
stands behind complex international corporations, trusts,
partnerships and foundations, one can simply follow the
money,” adds Unger.
To help regulators create such a registry, COFFERS has
developed a number of tools, all of which are available
on the COFFERS website.

COFFERS

S I M P LY F O L L OW T H E M O N EY
According to Unger, many of these loopholes are exploited
by multinational tax consultancies that make their living
by advising on aggressive tax planning. “These same
advisers also play the role of regulators and auditors, a

⇢
⇢
⇢
⇢

Coordinated by Utrecht University in the Netherlands
Funded under H2020-SOCIETY
cordis.europa.eu/project/id/727145
Project website: coffers.eu
bit.ly/2ZWFAyj
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Ancient Mycenaeans give up their
secrets to those who can hear them
The Bronze Age of the prehistoric Aegean, between the 3rd and 2nd millennium BC,
is one of the most fascinating periods in European history, seeing the rise and fall of the
first civilisations on European ground: the Minoan and Mycenaean. The latter has
been the focus of the research conducted by the MYSOBIO project.
“This was a time of technological and cultural advances,
extensive international trade that reached far beyond the
Aegean, and general prosperity,” says principal researcher
Ioanna Moutafi, whose work in MYSOBIO (MYcenaean
SOcial BIOarchaeology: Deciphering the interplay of
funerary treatment and social dynamics in the Mycenaean
period) was funded by the EU’s Marie Skłodowska-Curie
Actions programme. She explains that archaeological evidence and the texts of Linear B tablets suggest that this
was a complex hierarchical society.

Such societies often leave clues behind them in the
form of burial practices. With the aim of adding to our
knowledge of Mycenaean culture, Moutafi’s research
took a holistic approach to the study of the bones in their
archaeological context.
“We try to give the people, who lived thousands of years
ago, back their voices, allowing them to share their
stories, their experiences, even their emotions. By looking
at the skeletons, and what they can tell us about their age,
health, gender and status, we can learn about how these

R esearch eu #96 O ctober 2 0 2 0
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people lived and how they were treated by the living at the
time of death,” adds Moutafi, who conducted her research
at the University of Cambridge in the United Kingdom.

D I V E R S I T Y O F F U N E R A RY
P R AC T I C E S R E F L E C T S S O C I ETA L
COMPLEXITIES

She also notes evidence of children being buried with
great care, of bones being kept, to be buried later with
adults close by, perhaps the parents.
Until recently, explains Moutafi, ancient burial practices
were only discussed on the basis of material culture, such
as the type of graves and the grave goods that accompanied the dead.
“The skeletons and the treatment of the human body
were either left out of the discussion or very generally addressed. This resulted in rather monolithic and
homogeneous views of burial practices, and a neglect
of the meaningful variation in funerary treatment,”
Moutafi explains.

HARNESSING DIVER SE
D I S C I P L I N E S TO B ET T E R
U N D E R S TA N D T H E PA S T
Bioarchaeology brings together traditional archaeology
and osteology, along with new techniques borrowed from
forensic and digital sciences. Combining bioarchaeology
with funerary taphonomy and archaeogenetics enabled
the project to develop some ideas of the social developments that led to the emergence, consolidation and final
transformation of the Mycenaean civilisation.
“Burial practices play a very important role in
building social cohesion, and maintain, or even create,
a common identity for the people who share them. The
shift of emphasis between individual and collective
notions in burial treatment is key to understanding social
tendencies at a given time,” she notes.

12
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When the power of the great palaces was at its height,
there was an emphasis on social cohesion and the sense
of a common identity. When the society was more turbulent, individual prowess was commemorated.
These finds, combined with the results of palaeopathological analysis and some slight increase in conflict evidence, suggest that, among other factors,
internal social tensions, rather than direct outside pressures, played a central role in the demise of the Mycenaean palaces.
But MYSOBIO was not just conducted in the field and lab.
Moutafi has been busy communicating her findings. She
has given 18 academic presentations and been invited
to lecture in international conferences and academic
institutions in six different European countries and the
United States.
“The response was always enthusiastic. Building on the
fascination that human skeletal remains exert on the
public, I believe that similar approaches will have a strong
impact on heritage development. They could initiate a
change in the way we manage mortuary sites and communicate archaeological finds to the public,” she adds.

MYSOBIO
⇢ Coordinated by the University of Cambridge in the
United Kingdom
⇢ Funded under H2020-MSCA-IF
⇢ cordis.europa.eu/project/id/747458

© Heracles Kritikos, Shutterstock

Moutafi discovered a couple found in the Early
Mycenaean habitation of Ayios Vasileios, in Laconia, were buried together in an embrace that lasted
millennia. “When we found them, our first response was
to think of young lovers, of a Mycenaean Romeo and
Juliet. To our great surprise, an even more heart-warming
discovery awaited us: the lab analysis revealed that they
were both in their 40s, which was a good age for that time.”

TRANSPORT AND MOBILITY

On your bike – zip-on tyre
surfaces provide simple,
safe cycling all year round
An EU-funded initiative has helped to develop a new concept in easy-to-apply tyre
treads. The result is a paradigm shift for the industry, benefiting cyclists and other
vehicle users, and the environment.

© Ramon Espelt Photography, Shutterstock

The project, called reinventing the tyre (A disruptive innovation improving functionality, increasing product life span
and removing the need for tyre change through a patented
modular tyre system), used integrated zip-on technology to
enable the tread of bicycle tyres to be changed in seconds
to match riding conditions. “We created reTyre, a patented
fully functional, user-friendly and industrially and economically viable modular tyre system,” says Paul Amundsen, project coordinator and CEO of Norwegian SME Technium AS.

CONTINUAL IMPROVEMENT
However, Amundsen observes, creating a functional modular system for tyres is surprisingly complex and challenging:
“We needed to overcome limitations in the current
state-of-the-art tyre manufacturing processes and materials,
which involved constant improvements based on
market feedback and user experience. No lab in the world
can replicate the conditions, wear and use cases a tyre –
and especially a modular system – will meet in real life.”

The idea came to Amundsen at university, when he realised that almost none of the bicycles on campus were
fitted with the appropriate studded tyres for cycling in
winter. “I saw that riders, myself included, couldn’t be
bothered with all the work involved in changing tyres,
despite the icy roads. I wanted people to be safe cycling
all year round by making it easier to adapt to the road
conditions. But the solution needed to be affordable, easy
to apply and scalable to manufacture,” he explains.
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The EU project provided an incredible opportunity to
move R&D out of the lab, and effectively fast-forwarded
the development process by years. “During the project,
countless improvement cycles have been implemented
and verified, resulting in high-performing products. At
the same time, production methods have been developed and refined – directly improving product quality
and industrial feasibility,” notes Amundsen.
Today, reTyre is selling the third generation of their products. This includes perfected zip-on technology with
one-of-a-kind stainless steel zippers, new technology for
ultra-thin and durable ‘skins’ (tyre surfaces), and improved
rubber compounds that have gone through extensive user
testing under different harsh environments.

NEW POSSIBILITIES
According to Amundsen, the ultimate goal of reinventing the
tyre is to make it easier and safer to cycle all year round and
encourage more people to use the bicycle as a means of
transportation. “The benefit is shared between the end-user
and society, as cycling creates a greener, more sustainable
urban environment and a healthier population,” he adds.
Furthermore, because modularity separates the pneumatic tyre (base) and riding surface (tread), it also creates

opportunities for the use of novel materials and automated
production methods – to the benefit of both European
manufacturing and the environment. “We are closing in
on a recyclable system that will greatly reduce the carbon
footprint of tyres,” explains Amundsen.
Researchers receive plenty of feedback on what type of
‘skins’ they should develop next when demonstrating the
modular system at exhibitions and trade shows. “Our products spark creativity and enthusiasm among people; seeing
their minds open up to the fact that tyres can be anything –
and do everything – is a great motivator and keeps us busy
in the R&D department. ReTyre is ‘shoes’ for the bicycle,
the wheelchair, the motorcycle, the pram and many other
vehicles – and I believe many industries can contribute with
materials, knowledge, methods and solutions to build upon
the concept of modularity,” Amundsen concludes.

REINVENTING THE TYRE
⇢ Coordinated by Technium in Norway
⇢ Funded under H2020-Societal Challenges, H2020-LEIT
and H2020-SME
⇢ cordis.europa.eu/project/id/829300
⇢ Project website: retyre.co
bit.ly/3hC8CsX

NATURE-BASED SOLUTIONS:
TRANSFORMING CITIES, ENHANCING WELL-BEING
Nature-based solutions (NBS) can offer cost-effective and local solutions
to many of the environmental, social and economic challenges facing
modern societies. While technologies and mechanisms for creating jobs
and economic growth abound, it has become paramount to consider the
sustainability of modern-day innovation efforts.
Today, 70 % of European citizens live in cities, a number that is expected
to increase to 80 % by 2050. In other words, a mere 30 years from now,
36 million new urban citizens will need housing, employment and care. At
the same time, the unsustainable rate of urbanisation as it is taking place
today, is endangering biodiversity and natural ecosystems, as well as human
health and social cohesion.
The projects featured in this Results Pack feed into ongoing discussions about
how to improve the framework conditions for NBS at the EU policy level and
support the growing European research and innovation community in the field.
To find out more, browse, download or order a physical copy
of the Results Pack here:
cordis.europa.eu/article/id/421853
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TRANSPORT AND MOBILITY

System uses AI and Industrial
IoT to usher in new era of
predictive maintenance in rail
With transportation responsible for about 20 % of CO2 emissions, railways must be
part of the solution in addressing environmental concerns. An EU initiative is making
railway operations more digital and competitive for a sustainable future.
The EU-funded project Andromeda (Predictive Maintenance for railway switches. Smart sensor networks on
a machine learning analytics platform) developed a
system that integrates smart Industrial Internet of
Things (IIoT) devices and Artificial Intelligence (AI) into
the very first end-to-end predictive maintenance solution
for railway infrastructure.

The solution also reduces maintenance costs through
failure prediction and effective maintenance actions, and
increases asset lifetime through predictive maintenance
and quality assurance of conducted maintenance activities. A maintenance quality check identifies which actions
were successful and the length of time needed to determine the most economical and sustainable procedures.

“Railway is the safest and most efficient and sustainable
means of motorised transportation,” observes project
coordinator and KONUX co-founder and CFO Maximilian
Hasler. “Overall, the aim is to help infrastructure managers
and other relevant stakeholders improve network capacity and availability, extend asset lifetime and empower
employees to make maintenance more efficient.”

BOOSTING RAILWAY SYSTEM
RELIABILITY AND CAPACITY

FIRST RAIL PREDICTIVE
MAINTENANCE DESIGNED FOR
AI SOLUTIONS
The system continuously monitors and analyses the
health of key components and provides actionable recommendations. It ultimately allows for better maintenance
planning by helping infrastructure managers to anticipate
failures before they happen and to know the optimal time
and type of maintenance needed.

High-precision sensors are key to obtaining important
insights into the health condition of components. As such,
the consortium developed a proprietary, autonomous
IIoT device optimised for predictive maintenance applications
and extreme environmental conditions. It’s fully certified and meets state-of-the-art security requirements.

Transportation

is responsible for about

20 % of CO2 emissions

Specifically, the system improves availability through
early warnings of critical conditions and targeted maintenance and helps digitalise railway infrastructure through
automated 24/7 condition monitoring. The AI can identify
and help prevent failures before they happen. A dashboard provides a round-the-clock overview of all critical
switches and their condition.
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Overall, the aim is to help
infrastructure managers and other relevant
stakeholders improve network capacity
and availability, extend asset lifetime and
empower employees to make maintenance
more efficient.

The device can easily be deployed in the field in under
10 minutes. This timing is key because it doesn’t disrupt
regular train traffic.
The state-of-the-art architecture makes data management scalable, flexible, reactive and secure. “It ensures
that we can get from learning to operations quicker than
it was ever possible before,” notes Hasler. “Its modularity
allows us to set up new customer environments incredibly
quickly and reliably.”
The machine learning algorithms are able to generate
information that was previously unattainable. “We can now
tell our customers how the health condition of their assets
will develop in the next 90 days with a hit rate of over
90 %,” explains Hasler. This allows end users to better plan
the timing of maintenance measures. As a result, they are
in control of their maintenance needs and asset availability.
“We can also provide recommendations on the optimal
time and type of maintenance needed by measuring and

”

comparing the effectiveness and sustainability of different
maintenance actions we see in the field.”
By improving the capacity, reliability and cost-efficiency
of railways, Andromeda contributes to making them more
competitive compared to other less sustainable means
of transport. Hasler concludes: “In this way, the project
will help countries get closer to achieving their emissions
savings goals and making the passenger experience more
reliable, convenient and enjoyable.”

ANDROMEDA
⇢ Coordinated by KONUX in Germany
⇢ Funded under H2020-TRANSPORT, H2020-LEIT-ICT and
H2020-SME
⇢ cordis.europa.eu/project/id/783664
⇢ Project website: konux.com/solutions
bit.ly/3gYgRzY

TRANSPORT AND MOBILITY

Innovative, safe and sustainable
personal transport promotes
active ageing
Engineers and designers in the EU have developed an exciting new form of
transport that helps older people and those with reduced lower body mobility
to remain healthy and independent.
By 2050, there will be more than 149 million people in
Europe over 65 years old. This ageing population will present major challenges to national healthcare systems. One
of the best ways for these individuals to maintain good
physical and mental health is through physical exercise.
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The EU-funded Torqway Hybrid (Safe personal transportation that makes you healthier) project created a
highly innovative outdoor vehicle that also acts as a piece
of exercise equipment to help mature users stay active.
This device, consistent with the EU’s Transport and Smart

Cities framework and the Electric Mobility Europe initiative, can be used in several ways. It serves as an active
mobility and transportation device, an outdoor gym combining several exercises in one, and a tool for light physical rehabilitation.

Medical studies showed that even a small movement of
the arms and riding in a standing position greatly affects
the activation of the chest muscles and spine, improving
coordination and general well-being. But most importantly, it does not burden the joints, like cycling does, for
example. Such activity also burns body fat and promotes
active ageing to maintain physical and mental well-being.
The four-wheel platform vehicle introduces ‘Nordic riding’: powered by arm movement on levers, it converts
each movement into forward motion through an innovative gear system that is under patent in nine countries.
“The result is that the vehicle can travel at up to twice
the speed of normal walking,” notes Beata PaszkeSobolewska, project coordinator and CEO of Torqway.

By 2050, there will be more than
149 million people
in Europe over 65 years old

© Torqway Ltd

POWERED BY ARM MOVEMENT

CONSUMERS APPROVE
In addition, the electric motor and steering system includes
several innovative solutions that ensure a smooth ride.
Paszke-Sobolewska explains: “The idea behind the
Torqway Hybrid is highly original, because there is no
similar product on the market that combines the most
desirable features of Nordic walking, cardio fitness
equipment, electric scooters and e-bikes.”
Based on this core technology, Torqway Hybrid offers additional electric motor assistance like an e-bike for senior
users and those with reduced lower body mobility. “It’s a
totally new kind of physical exercise that protects users’
joints thanks to a standing position; it also helps to burn fat
and maintain strength and a sense of balance, and offers a
new kind of cardio activity,” observes Paszke-Sobolewska.
The key result for the project was the creation of a welldesigned and fully functional ‘ready to market’ product.
“Researchers have developed a totally new concept. We
tested it internally and externally with users and received
very promising feedback. They liked this new way of exercising and the smoothness of the ride and said that they
would like to own something like the Torqway Hybrid,”
Paszke-Sobolewska concludes.

All components installed in the mechanisms are interlocked in such a way that two cogwheels attached to
the central axis always rotate in opposite directions.
When one of the cogwheels using the operating principle of the unidirectional clutch transmits the drive
from the manually moved lever to the central axis and
then further to the drive wheel, the other cogwheel can
rotate freely.

TO R QWAY H Y B R I D
⇢ Coordinated by Torqway in Poland
⇢ Funded under H2020-TRANSPORT, H2020-LEIT-ICT
and H2020-SME
⇢ cordis.europa.eu/project/id/778154
⇢ Project website: torqway.com
bit.ly/32YkHEH
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Satellites provide
detailed picture of aquatic
ecosystems’ status
Inland and coastal waters are vital for ecology, transport, fishing and recreation; they
provide clean drinking water and cooling water for industry. Improved understanding
of the condition of these ecosystems through a combination of Earth Observation, highfrequency in situ measurements and ecological models will provide major benefits to
Europe’s public authorities, citizens and business alike.
Lakes and coastal waters have a major impact on local
ecology and human welfare in general, and provide ecosystem services in multiple and occasionally conflicting
ways. The importance of understanding the state of these
water bodies is acknowledged through several European
policies, including the Bathing Water Directive (2006/7/EC)
and the Water Framework Directive (WFD) (2000/60/EC).
Water monitoring traditionally involves going out into the
field for sample collection and then conducting tests in
the laboratory. However, this approach is labour-intensive,
costly and time-consuming. Furthermore, limited accessibility to sampling locations and thus sparse sampling
frequency means this form of monitoring can fail to capture the spatial and temporal dynamics in water quality.
By combining Earth Observation (EO) data with innovative in situ instruments and forecasts by models, the EUfunded EOMORES (Earth Observation based services for
Monitoring and Reporting of Ecological Status) project
ensures comprehensive monitoring of water quality in
coastal and inland water bodies. “EOMORES’ fully automated commercial, reliable and sustainable services will
support (inter)national and regional authorities responsible for monitoring, managing and reporting on water
quality for the WFD, as well as private entities active in
the field, such as dredging companies,” says project coordinator Annelies Hommersom.

I N N O VAT I V E T E C H N O L O G Y
EOMORES developed user-relevant, sustainable commercial downstream services for operational inland and
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coastal water quality monitoring, reporting and forecasting. These are based on the improved methods for deriving water quality data from EO from the Sentinel-3, -2
and -1 satellites, which are part of the European Space
Agency’s Copernicus Programme.
According to Hommersom, a great deal of work has
gone into further development of methods for deriving
water quality maps from the Sentinel satellites (S2, S3).
“EOMORES combines the advantages of these satellites,
by using the daily available imagery from S3 with the
high resolution from S2,” she comments.
Researchers also built and tested the stand-alone ‘WISPstation’ in situ instrument for high-frequency water
quality monitoring. Five of these new innovative instruments were stationed in European lakes, collecting highfrequency in situ water quality data automatically and
requiring only minimal maintenance. In addition, scientists
developed ecological models such as the AlgaeRadar for
forecasting algae blooms. The strength of this model is its
quick set-up and simulation time.

B ET T E R E N V I R O N M E N TA L
M A NAG E M E N T
The three components (satellite monitoring, in situ
monitoring and modelling) can be flexibly combined,
based on user needs. “Options include near real-time
monitoring, long-term analysis for ecological purposes,
and forecasts to provide early warnings. The EOMORES
products and services were thoroughly validated in
the field and are now available on an operational

© TommoT, Shutterstock

“

Options include near realtime monitoring, long-term analysis for
ecological purposes, and forecasts to provide
early warnings.

”

basis: they are presented in the Product and Service
Portfolio,” explains Hommersom.
By incorporating the feedback of a user board of
water managers, the project made sure that the geospatial data and forecasts offered by EOMORES would
be a valuable addition to water managers, giving them
a better understanding of their local water systems and
enabling them to take timely actions, ensuring healthy

water bodies for EU citizens. “EOMORES, in collaboration
with the CoastObs project, also released a White Paper,
‘Satellite-assisted monitoring of water quality to support
the implementation of the Water Framework Directive’,
thereby helping inform environmental policy decisions,”
Hommersom concludes.

EOMORES
⇢
⇢
⇢
⇢

Coordinated by Water Insight in the Netherlands
Funded under H2020-LEIT-SPACE
cordis.europa.eu/project/id/730066
Project website: eomores-h2020.eu
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Volcanic ash study could
strengthen climate modelling
Understanding the influence of volcanic ash on ice formation in the atmosphere could help
scientists to more accurately predict the impact of explosive eruptions on weather and climate.
While ice formation has a major influence on the properties and lifetime of clouds, it remains one of the least well
understood processes indirectly affecting Earth’s climate.

types. But while research into the impact of volcanic ash
on ice formation has increased in recent years, some field
and laboratory studies present conflicting evidence.

Water droplets in the atmosphere can remain liquid down
to -37 °C before freezing. However, in the presence of
airborne particles called ice-nucleating particles, supercooled water droplets can freeze at warmer temperatures, between -37 and 0 °C.

“It is not clear what drives the large variations observed
in the ice-nucleating activity (INA) of ash,” says Maters,
currently a Leverhulme Early Career Fellow at Cambridge.
“It could relate to the chemical composition, crystallinity
or mineralogy of the solid particles. But this has not been
systematically investigated before now.”

© Muslianshah Masrie, Shutterstock

“Achieving a better understanding of how these airborne
particles behave is essential to accurately representing ice formation in computer models,” explains Elena
Maters who was funded with the support of the Marie
Skłodowska-Curie Actions programme, based at the
University of Cambridge, United Kingdom. “This in turn is
critical to improving our understanding of atmospheric
and climate systems.”
There is widely held agreement that desert dust carried by
wind is one of the most important ice-nucleating particle

B E H AV I O U R O F A S H
The overarching objective of the INoVA (Geochemical
Controls on the Ice Nucleating Efficiency of Volcanic Ash)
project, coordinated by the University of Leeds, United
Kingdom was to understand what determines the INA of
volcanic ash. This included seeing whether interaction of
ash with gases and condensates in the eruption plume
and atmosphere could impact INA.
“Various techniques were used to generate and treat
powdered samples, analyse their properties and measure
ice nucleation,” notes Maters. Experiments on a range of
ash and glass samples allowed Maters to separate the
influence of chemical composition and mineralogy on INA.
“Laboratory simulations of eruptive and atmospheric processes were also carried out,” she adds. “These allowed
us to study changes in INA due to thermal and chemical
alteration, as occurs during the transport of ash through
the eruption plume and atmosphere.”

AC C U R AT E C L I M AT E M O D E L S
A key project finding was that ash is better at nucleating ice than glass, suggesting that crystalline components
play an important role. “The most ice-active samples contained alkali feldspar, plagioclase feldspar and pyroxene
minerals, leading us to speculate that the eruption of
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”

It is not clear what drives the large
variations observed in the ice-nucleating
activity of ash.
felsic to intermediate magma might give rise to ice-active
ash,” says Maters.
The project also found that the INA of ash can be
enhanced or depressed by various ash-gas and ashcondensate interactions, for example with water, sulfur
dioxide or sulfuric acid. “The increase in INA observed
after ash exposure to sulfur dioxide at high temperatures
was particularly surprising,” Maters notes.
Information collected on ash, such as ice-nucleating particles, can be integrated into meteorological and climate
computer models, delivering results that could be of value
to volcanic ash advisory centres and meteorology offices.

Part of Maters’ work has been published in the academic
journal ‘Atmospheric Chemistry and Physics’, while three
additional research papers are in preparation.
“Other outreach activities, including a public discussion on
volcanic hazards communication, were valuable opportunities to share knowledge,” concludes Maters. “Once all
this work is published, it will provide a foundation of new
insight on volcanic ash ice nucleation and pave the way
for exciting future work in this area.”

I N OVA
⇢ Coordinated by the University of Leeds in
the United Kingdom
⇢ Funded under H2020-MSCA-IF
⇢ cordis.europa.eu/project/id/746695
⇢ Project website: inova-eu.com

C L I M AT E C H A N G E A N D E N V I R O N M E N T

Impact of soil moisture on
climate change projections
Land ecosystems absorb 25-30 % of human CO2 emissions and affect about half of
projected temperature extremes’ anomalies in midlatitudes through the evaporation of
water from soils. Observations can constrain associated climate projections and reveal
systematic biases in climate models.
Land-climate interactions mediated through soil moisture
and vegetation play a critical role in the climate system,
particularly in the occurrence of extreme events such
as droughts and heatwaves. However, they are poorly
defined in current Earth system models (ESMs), leading to
large uncertainties in climate projections.
These uncertainties affect the quality and accuracy of
projections of temperature, water availability and carbon
concentrations, as well as impacts on agriculture, ecosystems and health. In recent years, in situ and remote
sensing-based data sets of soil moisture, evapotranspiration, and energy and carbon fluxes have
become increasingly available, providing an unrealised

potential for reducing associated uncertainties in current
climate models.
The EU-funded DROUGHT-HEAT (Land-Climate Interactions:
Constraints for Droughts and Heatwaves in a Changing
Climate) project exploited these new information sources
to derive observations-based diagnostics to quantify and
isolate the role of land-climate inter-actions in past extreme
events and provide a ‘Diagnostic Atlas’. The initiative also
evaluated and improved current ESMs and defined
climate change projections using the derived diagnostics.
Researchers applied this newly gained understanding of
the attribution of climate extremes to land processes and
their mitigation through land geoengineering.
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“

Results from our analyses
informed the development of the
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate
Change special report on 1.5 °C global
warming.

”

© Piyaset, Shutterstock

reduced in Europe. However, the project also found systematic biases in climate models, related to the representation of drought effects on the carbon cycle.

COMPUTER MODELS
Researchers identified a near-linear scaling of projected regional changes in temperature and precipitation
extremes with changes in global warming, allowing them
to predict the regional response of extremes at different
global warming levels. “This is particularly relevant in the
context of the Paris Agreement which aims to limit global
warming well below 2 °C and if possible, to 1.5 °C,” says
project coordinator Sonia Seneviratne.

These impacts are also relevant for the global carbon
cycle and overall global warming. The project will therefore benefit policymakers, scientists and science communicators, climate negotiators and the general public.
“Results from our analyses informed the development of
the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change special
report on 1.5 °C global warming,” Seneviratne says.

D R O U G H T - H E AT
⇢ Hosted by the Swiss Federal Institute of Technology
Zurich (ETH Zurich) in Switzerland
⇢ Funded under FP7-IDEAS-ERC
⇢ cordis.europa.eu/project/id/617518
⇢ Project website: drought-heat.ethz.ch

Scientists also derived observational diagnostics of
drought impacts and used them to define projected
changes in extremes of heat in Central Europe. “This led to
a much more precise estimate of the magnitude of these
changes with global warming, indicating a bit less than a
doubling of the response compared to the global mean
temperature (i.e. about 7 °C increase if global warming
reaches 4 °C),” Seneviratne explains.
In addition, project partners identified an observed global
feedback of droughts on the carbon cycle, which is, however, significantly underestimated in current state-of-the-art
climate models. Seneviratne observes: “In years in which
continents are on balance much drier than usual, an additional increase in atmospheric CO2 concentration can be
identified, most likely due to less uptake by vegetation
and increased loss through forest fires.”

G R E AT E R AC C U R AC Y
DROUGHT-HEAT outcomes will therefore allow scientists
to derive more precise estimates of projected changes in
heatwaves and droughts. In particular, the uncertainty of
projections of changes in heat extremes could be heavily
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Land ecosystems
absorb 25-30 % of human
CO2 emissions

S P E C I A L F E AT U R E

SOIL AND SUSTAINABILITY:
RAISING THE GAME FOR
EUROPEAN AGRICULTURE

Editorial
“To be a successful farmer one must
first know the nature of the soil” –
Xenophon, Ancient Greek philosopher
We probably most often overlook it but the soil underneath our feet is an absolutely fundamental component
of the environment, performing vital ecological, social
and economic functions. Of course, one of those key economic functions is agriculture. The earliest Mesopotamian
farmers realised the importance of managing soil well to
increase and better agricultural yields. New agricultural
methods throughout the centuries have continued to build
upon this knowledge to this very day and around 1 billion
people still earn their living off the land (the vast majority
being in developing countries).
But as with so many other aspects of our physical environment, climate change and human activities are putting the
quality and virility of our soil under threat, both in the EU
and globally. Soil is essentially the very top layer of the
Earth’s crust, formed by mineral particles, organic matter,
water, air and living organisms, and it plays a role in nearly
every single natural cycle on the Earth’s surface. It plays a
role in nearly every single natural cycle on the Earth’s surface. It’s actually extremely complex and soil formation is
a slow process – in essence, one can think of soil as a nonrenewable resource that could simply run out if humans
continuously contaminate it or work it in such a way that
it has no chance to recover and thus becomes spoilt and
unusable for future generations.
Agricultural production is ultimately limited by soil type,
climate, hydrology and land management. Human populations over the years may have drained land for cultivation

(affecting hydrology), purposely modified the landscape
for aesthetic reasons, built structures or removed native
vegetation. Indeed, some modifications, first pioneered by
those ancient farmers, have aided in food production and
do not lead to soil degradation but others, especially more
modern methods such as the use of heavy equipment, can
cause soil compaction and disruption to the natural soil
life cycle. The heavy use of fertilisers has also been shown
to contribute to major soil erosion.
The good news is that soil is quite resilient and can heal
if given the chance. This is why there has been a growing movement to encourage more sustainable agricultural
methods, alongside efforts to find new solutions to rehabilitate already decontaminated soil. This movement is
also supported by policymakers – the EU aims, through its
2014 Seventh Environment Action Programme, to ensure
that by 2020 land is managed sustainably within the
Union and that soil is adequately protected.
So, in this special feature of Research*eu magazine, we
cover seven projects that are both developing innovative
methods to make modern agriculture more soil-friendly, as
well as offering solutions to help revitalise contaminated
soil so that it may be used productively again.
We look forward to receiving your feedback. You can send
questions or suggestions to editorial@cordis.europa.eu.
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Tailored solutions
for soil-preserving
agriculture across
Europe
Changing consumer habits and climate
change call for more sustainable
agricultural practices. But there is
no such thing as a one-size-fits-all
solution. The SOILCARE consortium
has developed a novel methodology to
identify the best possible crop and land
use combinations for each climate and
socio-economic system in Europe.
One of the main predictions of the EU’s 'Agricultural outlook for 2019-30' report is that the total agricultural land
area will decline over the next 10 years. This is all due to
increasing productivity, but it also begs a question. As we
keep asking more from less land, don’t we irremediably
risk exhausting soils to a point of no return?
To prevent this from happening, the SOILCARE (Soil Care
for profitable and sustainable crop production in Europe)
project has been considering options to keep European
agriculture competitive while reducing its environmental
impact. “Europeans increasingly want good quality food
that doesn’t negatively impact the environment, and climate change reinforces this need. It’s all about creating
sustainable products preserving soils while maintaining
profitability,” says Rudi Hessel, researcher at Wageningen
Environmental Research specialising in soil erosion and
coordinator of the project.
The project team strikes this delicate balance with a
new concept of soil-improving cropping systems (SICS).
The concept is new not only because it considers both
sustainability and profitability, but also because of how it
considers each of these aspects.
Here, profitability is about more than just production
volumes, as Hessel notes. “We see profitability as balance
of costs and revenues. So, if costs can be reduced, for
instance by using fewer fertilisers and chemicals, profitability can remain positive even as production levels
somewhat decline.” This is crucial, as past attempts to
switch to more sustainable production methods have
often resulted in lower productivity. Whilst Europe can
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“

afford a slight drop in agricultural output, this can’t be
done at the expense of farmers who need to fetch a better price for products of better quality.
“We also wanted to avoid restricting our analysis of costs
to factors that can be monetised. We extend these to
the whole of society as production methods have multiple effects on various ecosystem services. These can be
found not only on-site, but also off-site,” Hessel explains.
When it comes to sustainability, SOILCARE also uses
what the team calls a “truly integral approach”. The latter
considers biophysical sustainability of course, but also
economic, social and policy factors.

SICS FOR ALL
As each country has its own climate-related and socioeconomic specificities, the project team selected a total
of 16 study sites across Europe to identify promising
SICS. These SICS consider available methods such as
soil-improving crops, fertilisation, tillage management
and solutions preventing soil compaction. In Norway,
for instance, the team has been trialling biological compaction release, plant mixes for cover crops, and precision agriculture.
Work on the 16 sites is still ongoing, but a methodology
to monitor and evaluate the adopted SICS has already
been developed. The consortium also conducted a thorough analysis of the impact of policies on SICS adoption
and implementation.

”

It’s all about creating sustainable
products preserving soils while maintaining
profitability.
By the time SOILCARE ends in August 2021, an interactive tool allowing stakeholders to identify the best possible
SICS for their needs will be made available. “The tool will
combine a land use model with a biophysical model. Users
can also simulate the effects of policies. For each category
of SICS, we are currently developing maps showing where it
is suitable and relevant. We will use these maps as input for
the model, which will then, based on local conditions, provide advice on which categories of SICS would be promising,” Hessel adds.
To come full circle, the project team is also working on
a ‘Report on the selection of good policy alternatives’ at
EU and study site level. A first policy brief has already been
published, and Hessel hopes that the project’s policy recommendations will assist in the development of policies
stimulating the adoption of SICS.
S O I LC A R E
⇢ Coordinated by Wageningen University in the
Netherlands
⇢ Funded under H2020-FOOD
⇢ cordis.europa.eu/project/id/677407
⇢ Project website: soilcare-project.eu/en/
bit.ly/3kgt97K
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Microfluidics is the future of agriculture
with on-site soil analysis

© Love the wind, Shutterstock

Fertiliser is indispensable for modern agriculture and productivity but contributes
to environmental pollution and climate change. EU researchers have developed a
new soil sensor that rapidly identifies soil nutrients, saves farmers money and helps
protect the environment.

Application of fertilisers to agricultural crops is currently
based on calculations, estimations and recommendations
rather than analysis of the actual demands of soil and
plants. Often, the result is over-fertilisation, which has
major disadvantages. Farmers suffer from reduced yields
and unnecessary costs, groundwater is polluted, surface
waterbodies are eutrophicated, greenhouse gases are
emitted from soils, and finite natural fertiliser resources
are depleted. Hence, a more efficient use of fertilisers is
required, one that will maintain plant productivity while
reducing negative impacts on the environment. This also
benefits farmers by lowering fertiliser costs. The only
obstacle to wider usage optimisation is the lack of rapid,
low-cost soil analysis. The EU-funded MobiLab (Development of a mobile device for the quick on-site measurement of soil nutrients) project responded to this challenge
by developing a lab-on-a-chip sensor for determining
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concentrations of the most important plant nutrients
(ammonia, nitrate, phosphate and potassium) in the soil.
This project is based on the outcomes of the awardwinning EU initiative OPTIFERT.

SIMPLER IS BETTER
Project researchers developed an innovative soil analyser
based on capillary electrophoresis that provides rapid,
accurate indications of macronutrient levels, thereby supporting precision farming. “A conventional laboratory
takes time and money. The iMETOS MobiLab analyser
reduces costs by integrating soil nutrient analysis into a
single microfluidic chip,” says project coordinator Günther
Kriechhammer. As the structures are in the micrometre
range, this required some ingenious engineering including
microfluidics, the science of manipulating and controlling

S P E C I A L F E AT U R E

“

Less complexity means lower
production costs, fewer sources of error, easier
understanding of the entire machine and
easier service and troubleshooting when in the
hands of the client.

”

fluids in networks of channels with dimensions from tens
to hundreds of micrometres. “Reducing the device’s
complexity was the most important step in its development,
and intellectually, the most demanding,” Kriechhammer
adds. “Less complexity means lower production costs,
fewer sources of error, easier understanding of the entire
machine and easier service and troubleshooting when in
the hands of the client.” iMETOS MobiLab technology can
be used under field conditions for on-site measurements
and operated by users without prior laboratory experience. The measured data is related to GPS coordinates
(using a mobile app) and is sent via telecommunication to
the cloud, where it is safely stored and accessible for the
user. The information is easily converted into machinereadable formats, allowing the automatic site-specific
variable rate application with precision farm machinery
such as fertiliser spreaders and sprayers.

MAJOR SAVINGS
The nutrient sensor will enable Europe’s farmers to
determine the fertiliser requirements of their fields
within just a few minutes and without the need for any
special knowledge. Furthermore, it can help them save up
to 35 % of their applied fertiliser, leading to total potential
annual savings of up to EUR 6 billion at EU level. iMETOS
MobiLab can provide benefits for the entire production
chain in modern agriculture; its pricing aims to make it
attractive to small and middle-sized farms. It will also help
the EU to further expand its leading position on the world
market for precision farming products. “Our experience
so far is that in Europe, the main users are consultants,
technical personnel on bigger farms and cooperatives.
An unexpected bonus was how suitable the device is for
analysing not only soil but also plant sap and wastewater,”
Kriechhammer concludes.
MOBILAB
⇢
⇢
⇢
⇢

Coordinated by Pessl Instruments in Austria
Funded under H2020-FOOD and H2020-SME
cordis.europa.eu/project/id/765262
Project website: metos.at/imetos-mobilab

Better topsoil for more sustainable apples
Danone has been working actively to make the production of apples in its baby
products much more respectful of topsoil sustainability. If proved successful,
these new agricultural practices could be adopted for other products for
all consumers.
Producing apples destined for baby food is a challenging
task, even for companies like Danone. The presence of
pesticide residues cannot exceed 0.01 milligrams per
kilogram of food. Food additives are under heavy scrutiny,
and the maximum amount of contaminants allowed is up
to 5 000 times lower than that of general food. But what
if these challenges could be turned into an opportunity to
bring safer food to everyone?
HARVEST (Healthy Apples Research: Valuing Environmental Sustainability of Topsoil), a research project
undertaken with the support of the Marie SkłodowskaCurie programme, embodies this proactive approach to
consumer health. With this project focusing on apple

production, Danone and its partners – farmers, Wageningen
University and INRA – have been trying to create a truly
regenerative agricultural system.
“We have been applying two biodiversity practices in specific farming lands,” says Laura Martinez, coordinator of
HARVEST. “The first approach consists of growing flower
strips – mixtures of grasses and legumes – in between
apple tree rows. The second reduces the use of mechanical weeding (mown and tillage) to avoid disturbing the
soil structure and altering the soil microbial community.”
While growing flower strips was already a known method
to decrease above-ground pests without using pesticides,
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“

The first approach consists of growing
flower strips – mixtures of grasses and
legumes – in between apple tree rows. The
second reduces the use of mechanical weeding
(mown and tillage) to avoid disturbing the
soil structure and altering the soil microbial
community.

”

Likewise, researchers have been testing no mown/
no tillage practices while leaving plant residues to
decompose below the tree canopy. “We expect the
orchard to benefit from better soil structure. Besides, this
should prevent evapotranspiration during summertime,”
Martinez explains.
France and Poland, and rice producers in Spain. Depending on project results, adaptation of the new practices to
other crops and fruits like strawberries would soon be on
the company’s agenda.

BETTER FRUIT FROM
THE GROUND UP
With this combination of approaches, HARVEST brings
about synergies between above-ground and belowground benefits. It is the first research project to do so
for agricultural systems, just like it innovates by using
biological parameters such as microbial biomass, respiration
and the fungal community as key performance indicators to improve nutrient cycling, water management
and carbon storage. Traditionally, the sector would rather
use chemical parameters to determine soil fertility.
Now less than a year away from completion, HARVEST
is off to a great start. “During the first year of the project we set up the research trials in two apple orchards,
one in France and one in Czechia. We collected soil and
tree roots to measure several parameters to assess soil
health. These include soil microbial biomass and microbial catabolic profile, arbuscular mycorrhizal colonisation
in apple trees, soil fungal community, soil nutrients availability and some others. This data is now currently under
analysis,” adds Martinez.

“HARVEST is an important step in understanding the interconnectivity between soil, microorganisms and the final
materials we have. It brings a quite innovative way of
thinking and seeing the relation between the company
activity and the environment,” Martinez notes.
Back in 2017, Danone revealed its new tagline “One
planet. One health.” The message was clear: healthy
people and healthy planet go hand in hand. Eventually,
this realisation could result in better food production
models preserving our soils for the generations to come.

H A RV E S T
⇢ Coordinated by Dantrade in the Netherlands
⇢ Funded under H2020-MSCA-IF
⇢ cordis.europa.eu/project/id/796790

Besides these trials, Danone has been meeting with
apple growers from Czechia and Poland, carrot farmers in
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the benefits of such practice on soil quality are still
unknown. Danone expects it to result in enhanced soil
microbial biomass, enhanced carbon cycling, higher nutrient availability and greater abundance of fungi beneficial
to the soil such as mycorrhiza and saprotrophs.

New app assesses soil quality
and enables more sustainable
agriculture
The iSQAPER project has created an app for all stakeholders involved in
agriculture and wanting to preserve soils for future generations. It provides
valuable data and recommendations on best agricultural practices, based on
the local pedo-climatic conditions and farming system.
Agriculture is unarguably the foundation of organised and
settled society. But it’s also a constant reminder of how
unsustainable our current production models are. According to the Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO), the
world’s topsoil – which we need to grow 95 % of our food
– could be gone within 60 years. If that were to happen,
nature would take 1 000 years to rebuild it.

“A French city mayor told us the only thing he needed
to protect soils was more information,” Luuk Fleskens,
associate professor in Sustainable Land Management
at Wageningen University, notes. “That’s why we decided
to launch the iSQAPER (Interactive Soil Quality Assessment in Europe and China for Agricultural Productivity and
Environmental Resilience) project, which aims to provide
science-based, easy-to-apply and cost-effective tools to
assess soil quality and function.”

© enrouteksm, Shutterstock

As if that wasn’t alarming enough, many questions related
to the creation of a more sustainable land management
model still go unanswered. We don’t know, for instance,
which soil properties can be used as reliable markers of
improvement in soil quality. And when researchers identify something that works, often policy fails to follow

course and stakeholder support is missing due to a lack
of involvement of the entire value chain from the get-go.
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“

SQAPP grants free access to soil
maps and data for any location of choice. It
assesses the most likely threats to soil quality
status and provides targeted advice on how to
improve it.

RELIABLE RECOMMENDATIONS IN
THE PALM OF YOUR HAND
With the reliable knowledge and data provided by
iSQAPER, land users can assess the quality of their soils
and make well-informed decisions about its use. They
can do so by downloading SQAPP, an iOS and Android soil
quality app. It has been developed, tested, evaluated and
improved by farmers, scientists, practitioners, agricultural
service providers and policymakers.
“SQAPP grants free access to soil maps and data for any
location of choice. It assesses the most likely threats to
soil quality status and provides targeted advice on how
to improve it. Users can also interact with the databases
and upload local data to refine our analysis and recommendations,” Fleskens explains.
The project team fed its app with valuable data thanks to
14 study sites across Europe and China. In Europe, they
could benefit from very diverse pedo-climatic conditions
within a common EU context to address the issue of soil
quality decline and its mitigation. Access to China, on the
other hand, was enabled by the EU-China High-Level Trade
and Economic Dialogue (HED). “Our four study sites there
are situated in quite different pedo-climatic zones than
those that we could find in Europe. Yet they face similar soil quality and management issues,” says Fleskens.
In total, the project identified 138 different agricultural management practices and tested their effect
on soil quality across eight different climatic zones and
32 potential farming systems. There is precious advice
for all stakeholders, no matter the context and location.

In the long run, the team expects an important uptake of
suitable farming and agricultural management practices.
In Portugal for instance, farmers sharing their experience with a multidisciplinary audience have already
enabled major discussions about agricultural practices in
the country.

ISQAPER
⇢ Coordinated by Wageningen University in
the Netherlands
⇢ Funded under H2020-FOOD
⇢ cordis.europa.eu/project/id/635750
⇢ Project website: isqaper-project.eu/
bit.ly/3iylOjm

In Crete for instance, Fleskens and his team focused on
comparisons between conventional tillage, no tillage and
pesticides, and no tillage and no pesticides. The impact
of each combination on soil erosion and loss of organic
content – the main threats faced by farmers on the island
– was analysed and compared with alternatives.
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Besides SQAPP, the project team has also developed a
toolkit for policymakers, researchers and land managers
wanting to monitor and assess soils at the local, regional
or continental scale.

S P E C I A L F E AT U R E

Free, easy access to information
on novel biofertiliser technologies
and products
Farmers will need support if they are to comply with new regulation related to
the use of unsustainable fertilisers beyond 2022. The NUTRIMAN project
gives them an online platform presenting new and upcoming solutions that
can facilitate the switch to biofertilisers.
The majority of Europe’s agricultural land is fertilised
using chemically processed nitrogen and phosphorus. Not
that these mineral fertilisers have much else other than
numbers going for them. They cause algae to grow faster
than ecosystems can handle, pollute water, are made
from non-renewable resources and are produced using
fossil energy and water-intensive processes.

The conclusion is clear. To keep their businesses afloat,
improve food safety, ensure continued soil quality and
preserve our environment, farmers will eventually need
to switch to bio-based fertilisers. But there are many
obstacles ahead. The availability of highly concentrated
and pure biofertilisers is limited, and a new EU regulation

© RossHelen, Shutterstock

Mineral phosphorus – which originates from rock phosphate with cadmium and uranium toxic metal content – is

also on the EU’s list of highly important materials risking
supply shortage. It is almost exclusively imported and has
a very low recycling rate.
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Our platform lists and presents
‘ready-for-use’ recovery technologies and
products focusing on the most urgent needs of
farmers.

reducing the amount of cadmium allowed in all fertilisers – including bio-based ones – will enter into force
as of July 2022. Meanwhile, farmers’ knowledge of and
confidence in bio-based fertilisers are still low.
“We need more trust and knowledge all across the value
chain. Farmers should understand the real benefits of
bio-based fertilisers and how to practically use them in
their farming processes,” says Edward Someus, Recycling
and Upcycling Engineer at 3R-BioPhosphate Ltd. So far,
basic research programmes have failed to get farmers’
attention. They’re more interested in innovations that
are ‘ready for practice’ and already proven under real
market conditions.

A WEB PLATFORM FOR ALL FARMERS
This is where the NUTRIMAN (Nutrient Management
and Nutrient Recovery Thematic Network) project kicks
in. Since October 2018, 3R-BioPhosphate Ltd and other
actors from across the value chain have been working on
a free-of-charge web platform where new, user-driven
innovations are showcased to farmers. The platform
specifically focuses on innovative nitrogen/phosphorus
nutrient recovery solutions, which are key to a sustainable
farming model using safe bio-based fertilisers.
“Our platform lists and presents ‘ready-for-use’ recovery
technologies and products focusing on the most urgent
needs of farmers. The database is continuously expanded
and will continue to be until 2031,” Someus explains. “It
presents all solutions just before they are introduced to
the market or slightly after.”
As they looked for such innovative solutions, the team
was surprised by the relatively low number of new, competitive and market-driven technologies and products
above TRL 6. From the over 600 projects invited to join,
only 62 have made it to the NUTRIMAN Farmer Platform
so far. Someus expects this number to reach 100 by
September 2021.
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One year before its scheduled end, NUTRIMAN has
already contributed to a large-scale take-up of innovative, recovered nitrogen and phosphorus fertilisers. These
include, for instance, a zero-emission pyrolysis technology
(3R Recycle-Recover-Reuse) enabling phosphorus recovery
from food grade animal bone grist at industrial scale. “The
resulting biophosphate does not contain any chemicals or
contaminants and boasts a P2O5 nutrient density as high
as 35 % while being safe, cheap and efficient,” Someus
notes. On the nitrogen front, another example is the
Poul-AR® technology which enables the production of
ammonia sulphate/nitrate from poultry manure.
The project team hopes to reach over 1.5 million farmers from 2019 to 2021 and many more within the
following 10 years. As they keep updating their platform’s
database, Someus and his colleagues can undoubtedly
provide significant support for farmers with solutions
delivering a high economic impact, most importantly in
compliance with actions under the new EU Fertilising
Products Regulation beyond 2022.

NUTRIMAN
⇢
⇢
⇢
⇢

Coordinated by 3R-BioPhosphate in Hungary
Funded under H2020-FOOD
cordis.europa.eu/project/id/818470
Project website: nutriman.net/
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Clean, fast and effective –
new approach transforms
contaminated soil
Pollution from human activities takes many forms, but one of the most
significant is soil contamination. In the EU alone, there are an estimated
2.5 million sites containing polluted soil.
compounds and can be applied both in situ and ex situ
to clean most of the commonly encountered pollutants
(e.g. hydrocarbons, polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs),
dioxins and pesticides). “Our method is more efficient and
environmentally friendly than any other existing solution
on the market today,” says Uri Stoin, project coordinator
and head of R&D at the Swiss environmental technologies
company Alpha Cleantec AG. The HAC approach is much
faster than any existing soil-cleaning solution. “It enables

© polinabelphoto, Shutterstock

The EU-funded HAC (Advanced Treatment of Contaminated Soil) project developed a new process for
transforming contaminated soil into clean material
by employing innovative and environmentally friendly
superoxidation products based on known Fenton and
Haber-Weiss reactions. Superoxidation refers to the
oxidation of a material or compound to a greater than
normal extent. This simple but effective approach is
achieved with the help of commonly available chemical
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“

During the technical study, we
realised that our process can work not only
for contaminated soils, but also for sludge
treatment and wastewater and groundwater
treatment.

a project to be completed within days or weeks rather
than over months or years – and with very low environmental disruption and a very small carbon footprint for
the equipment used. Our process is the only technology
that not only doesn’t generate carbon dioxide (CO2) during the process, but also decreases natural CO2 emissions and emissions caused by existing solutions currently
on the market,” explains Stoin.

CERTIFICATION AWARDED
Project partners also carried out market analysis and a
technical feasibility study. This included analysis of the raw
materials and procurement market, laboratory testing services, technology development, a commercialisation plan,
a roadmap of pilot tests and environmental and risk reduction policies and technology efficiency approval.
“During the technical study, we realised that our process
can work not only for contaminated soils, but also for
sludge treatment and wastewater and groundwater treatment,” Stoin adds. Market analysis provided a detailed
picture of the real price of HAC material in the market and
the competitiveness of its technology compared to existing solutions. In addition, researchers identified several
customers for the first scaled-up pilot tests, to prove the
efficiency and viability of the technology on the ground.
The technology efficiency and environmental impacts were
approved and certified by TUV SUD Germany. “This is a very
stringent and important standard; now we want to design a
mobile on-site machine which will be allowed to treat major
projects within several working days, and we will look for
future partners and representatives in the EU,” notes Stoin.

chlorinated hydrocarbon (CHC), aromatics, PCBs, dioxins,
pharmaceutical residues, and herbicides.” HAC will benefit
landowners, local authorities and people living and working close to soil remediation projects: the environmental
disruption and project execution period will be minimised
and environmental safety increased. “With this solution,
we aim to help clean up the environment and contribute
to healthy living. In addition, the implantation of this technique will generate jobs in the EU,” Stoin concludes.

HAC
⇢ Coordinated by Alpha Cleantec in Switzerland
⇢ Funded under H2020-SME, H2020-Societal Challenges
and H2020-LEIT
⇢ cordis.europa.eu/project/id/866600
⇢ Project website: alphacleantec.com
bit.ly/33uR5xv

MULTIPLE BENEFITS
One of the most exciting aspects of the technology is its
rapid and highly efficient conversion rates. According to
Stoin: “These rates are up to 97 % for soil and water treatment for a wide range of contaminants like polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbon (PAH), benzene, toluene, ethylbenzene
and xylenes (BTEX), petroleum hydrocarbons, crude oil,
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Wood provides environmentally
friendly chemical feedstocks
An EU-funded initiative investigated the application of wood-based feedstock for the
production of chemical intermediates and products, helping to boost the transition from a
fossil-based to bio-based economy.
Wood contains valuable compounds that can serve as
raw material in the production of bio-based chemicals,
materials and fuels. These compounds, however, are present in complex fibre matrices that require processing
to make them accessible. One example is the presence
of sugars in their polymer forms of cellulose and hemicellulose, which cannot be used as such for ethanol and
butanol production.

© Avantium

Furthermore, the complex structure of lignin depends
on the type and age of the wood that contains it. Lignin
may be used to produce heat and power but can also
be valorised in different ways towards end products or
co-products as bio carbon binders.

The goal of the EU-funded BIOFOREVER (BIO-based
products from FORestry via Economically Viable European
Routes) project was to demonstrate the feasibility of
a European biorefinery for the production of lignocellulosic sugars, lignin/lignosulfonates and other (downstream) products, including carbon binders, enzymes,
ethanol, butanol, 2,5-Furandicarboxylic acid (FDCA), nanocelluloses and resin acids. The initiative received funding from the Bio-based Industries Joint Undertaking, a
public-private partnership between the EU and industry.
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We used the results to establish
optimal combinations of feedstock, biorefinery
technologies, end products and markets and
allow successful implementation of these value
chains in a commercial-scale biorefinery as a
follow-up step.

VALUE CHAINS EXAMINED
BIOFOREVER comprised 14 leading industrial parties
involved in feedstock supply, pretreatment, downstream
processing, techno-economic modelling and process
design, and market research and development. “We targeted spruce, poplar and wood waste but also assessed
other lignocellulose feedstocks to achieve the most commercially viable and sustainable value chains,” says project coordinator Adriana Contin.
The consortium demonstrated the potential of lignocellulosic biomass as a feedstock for the chemical industry by establishing several new cost-competitive and
sustainable value chains based on various sources of
lignocellulosic wood-based feedstocks. “We used the
results to establish optimal combinations of feedstock,
biorefinery technologies, end products and markets and
allow successful implementation of these value chains
in a commercial-scale biorefinery as a follow-up step,”
Contin explains.
Researchers assessed value chains from the four different woods, through four different pretreatment technologies
towards nine bio-based products, using multi-criteria
evaluation such as availability, processability, sustainability,
regulatory requirements and costs.
They then demonstrated selected value chains on a
pre-commercial scale, producing butanol, resin acids,
cellulolytic enzymes, carbon binders, fructose, ethanol and
specialty sugars. Further activities for FDCA will be taken
up in the bio-based industry flagship project PEFerence.

HEALTH AND ENVIRONMENTAL
BENEFITS
Based on the demonstration results on a pre-commercial
scale, consortium members conducted a detailed
techno-economic evaluation, comparing in detail four
different competing pretreatment processes. Life cycle
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analysis (LCA) showed that cellulosic sugars can provide
a CO2 reduction in certain scenarios compared to firstgeneration sugars. Using the lignin fraction as feedstock
for energy production makes a significant contribution to
the LCA.
As a bio-based end product, ethanol from waste woods
appeared to be the most economically feasible outlet,
given the current market situation. Ethanol can serve as
biofuel but can also be used as an intermediate chemical building block, forming a stepping stone towards
a broader implementation of bio-based technologies.
A conceptual engineering package has been prepared for
use as the basis for the next step in implementing the
BIOFOREVER project.
Regarding the utilisation of by-products, a specific lignosulfonate was shown to be a feasible replacement for
coal tar pitch currently used as a carbon binder. “The use
of such bio-based binders will reduce polyaromatic hydrocarbon emissions to workers in aluminium plants and
reduce the greenhouse gas emissions from aluminium
production,” Contin concludes.

BIOFOREVER
⇢
⇢
⇢
⇢

Coordinated by DSM Food Specialties in the Netherlands
Funded under H2020-FOOD
cordis.europa.eu/project/id/720710
Project website: bioforever.org
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Sustainably sourced
biodegradable growing media
for hydroponic cultivation of
greenhouse crops

© Novarbo

Consumers are increasingly demanding wider availability of green vegetables
grown in an environmentally friendly way. One solution is the use of hydroponics
for greenhouse cultivation of crops.
Hydroponics is a technique for growing plants in a waterbased, nutrient-rich solution. This approach does not use
soil; instead, the root system is supported through an inert
medium like stone wool. However, this particular material
is not biodegradable.

is simply a soil-less material that is generally porous so
it can hold moisture and oxygen, which the root system
needs in order to grow.

The EU-funded MOSSWOOL (Sustainable growing media
for vegetable cultivation) project developed a sustainable and cost-effective way to manufacture hydroponics
growing media as a sustainable and compostable
replacement for stone wool. Hydroponic growing media

Stone wool currently has the largest share of the market as
a growing medium for the hydroponic cultivation of vegetable crops. After around 1 year, the material becomes a
waste material that does not burn or decompose. However, according to EU regulations, stone wool filled with a
living root mass must not be dumped in landfill.

A COMPOSTABLE ALTERNATIVE

Hence, there is growing need for a sustainable, compostable alternative to stone wool and other mineral-based
media. “Some greenhouse growers have already switched
to coconut coir-based materials, despite their harmful
environmental impact during manufacture,” notes Teppo
Rantanen, MOSSWOOL project coordinator and managing
director of Finnish SME Novarbo.
The company addressed this challenge by developing
the Mosswool® ‘growing slab’, which acts as a drop-in
sustainable replacement for stone wool. “The Mosswool®
slab is made of rapidly renewable sphagnum moss, which
can be easily locally composted with the crop residues
or recycled after use, which minimises disposal costs,”
Rantanen explains.

SUSTAINABLE HARVESTING
Sphagnum moss grows on top of peat bogs and is harvested while it is alive and then dried for commercial
uses. MOSSWOOL developed a special patented Light
Sphagnum Removal technique that harvests only a part
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The ecological and hydrological
balance of the bogs is preserved, and they
return to their former state within
3 years.

of the living moss, pressing out the water contained in the
moss and returning it back to the bog’s natural habitat.
The surface of the bog is not skimmed bare, so plenty
of spores remain to regrow new moss. To enhance the
growing process, auxiliary buds regrow from the remaining
layers. Thus, the regrowth takes place both at the surface
by spores and from the remaining moss layer via buds.
According to Rantanen, the sphagnum moss is harvested
in EU countries using the new technique, which
skims only a top layer of moss. “The ecological and
hydrological balance of the bogs is preserved, and
they return to their former state within 3 years,” he adds.
Patented manufacturing techniques are then used to
fabricate the Mosswool® slabs.
Researchers carried out performance tests on the slabs
in non-commercial testing greenhouses and commercial

greenhouses. “Feedback from customers has been very
positive. Furthermore, a demonstration-scale Mosswool®
manufacturing plant has been successfully designed and
is under construction,” Rantanen says. MOSSWOOL will
benefit consumers, retailers, growers and the environment.

M O S S WO O L
⇢
⇢
⇢
⇢

Coordinated by Novarbo in Finland
Funded under H2020-FOOD and H2020-SME
cordis.europa.eu/project/id/778341
Project website: mosswool.fi
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Wearable livestock device
reduces methane emissions
ZELP is a wearable device for livestock that reduces methane production at an individual
animal level while tapping big data to assess herd-level emissions, benefitting farm
productivity and animal welfare.
Methane (CH4) exhaled by the 1.6 billion cattle globally is one of the greatest contributors to global warming: one cow generates up to 500 litres of CH4 daily.
As atmospheric CH4 traps 85 times more heat than carbon dioxide over a 20-year period, this accounts for around
half of all agricultural emissions and almost 10 % of total
greenhouse gas emissions, as estimated by the Global
Warming Potential methodology.
The EU-supported ZELP (Zero emission livestock project) project has patented a wearable device for cattle
to reduce livestock emissions. The device, fitted over the
animal’s snout, captures exhaled CH4 and uses a special
catalytic converter to turn it into a combination of carbon
dioxide and water vapour.
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Atmospheric methane accounts
for almost 10

% of total
greenhouse gas emissions

“This puts our solution on a par with the best out there,
such as using feed additives to reduce CH4. Our goal for
the final product is to double this mitigation potential,”
says Francisco Norris, ZELP co-founder and CEO.

© Clara Bastian, Shutterstock

As well as also trialling the sensors and beta testing
ZELP’s data-gathering capabilities, the team conducted a
number of behavioural trials to ensure animal welfare.
The animals were fitted with dummy devices replicating
the shape, size and weight of the ZELP wearable device,
and were then observed by independent veterinary scientists for 14 days.
Looking at the measurements of key variables, including
yields, rumination patterns, feed intake and rest/activity
periods, trials showed that the device had no discernible
negative impact.

GREATER ENVIRONMENTAL
IMPACT

Equipped with sensors, it collects large amounts of livestock data to help producers improve yields and animal
health, while reducing labour costs.

MITIGATION, DATA COLLECTION
AND WELFARE
The wearable ZELP device is packed with sensors that
gather hundreds of thousands of datapoints daily, using
Bluetooth Low Energy to transfer it wirelessly to receptors
strategically located around the farm for real-time upload
to the cloud.
After being analysed by ZELP’s proprietary software for
key indicators such as temperature, feeding patterns,
rest/activity and potential disease, the data appears for
users on a monitoring tool. Big data aggregates data at
a herd level, including CH4 emissions, health information
and comparative analyses.
Once deployed commercially, real-time alerts will be
triggered for producers to assist animals individually,
while maintaining herd health by preventing the spread
of disease and reducing the use of antibiotics.
To test the climate change mitigation impact of ZELP,
CH4 concentrations were measured inside the respiratory
chambers of four different animals, two wearing the prototype and two as a control group.

Livestock CH4 emissions contribute more to global warming than the entire transport industry combined. Achieving
a reduction would be a crucial step towards reaching the
climate change goals of 2015’s Paris Agreement.
“Our vision is to become CH4 mitigation leaders. In our second
year after launch, we estimate that ZELP will prevent
over 108 000 tonnes of CO2-equivalent from reaching
the atmosphere. In 5 and 10 years, this would increase to
2 and 18 million respectively,” adds Norris.
The team will conduct large-scale pilots in 2021, aiming
to launch in 2022, with a smaller device optimised for
farms. To offer a market advantage, the intention is also
to develop an emission reduction certification for farmers
to display on their products.

ZELP
⇢ Coordinated by ZELP Ltd in the United Kingdom
⇢ Funded under H2020-LEIT, H2020-Societal Challenges
and H2020-SME
⇢ cordis.europa.eu/project/id/877091
⇢ Project website: zelp.co
bit.ly/32Qra4l

The preliminary tests show an average 26.5 % reduction
in CH4 emissions by animals wearing the device, with a
maximum reduction achieved of 32 %.
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LIFE AFTER...

Catching up with INNOPREFAT:
An innovative Spanish SME takes its
weight management solution to the world
In a world reeling from a
COVID-induced global economic
slump, it’s certainly refreshing
to hear that things have been
going well for Monteloeder.
“We’re becoming a worldwide
success in the nutraceutical/
health ingredients industry. With
the digital services that we’ve
built around the products, our
clients are able to develop and
market ‘personalised nutrition
solutions’ based on MetabolAid,”
begins Lizón.
Roaring onto the
US market…
Indeed, all of the planned
shipments of MetabolAid to key
markets went ahead and have
been very positively received.
In the US, four of the top 10
supplement companies included
MetabolAid in their portfolios.

“

“This
was
an
amazing
achievement for a European
health ingredient in such a
short time,” Lizón says. “In July
2020, MetabolAid even won
one of the most prestigious
awards in the US nutraceutical
industry, being honoured as
the Best Weight Management
ingredient of the year in the US
by Nutraingredients.com.”

In Europe, several large companies
have also accepted MetabolAid
and its digital solution into their
portfolios. “It’s so well scientifically supported that even
European pharma companies
are including it as part of their
portfolios and one big pharma
company will launch a product
including MetabolAid by the end
of 2020,” comments Lizón.

… and additional success in
Asia and Europe
In Asia, MetabolAid has also
found a warm welcome, being
sold in Australia, Japan, South
Korea, Taiwan and Vietnam. The
weight management system
that comprises MetabolAid and
its accompanying digital platform has also been nominated
for one of the most prestigious
awards of the industry in Asia.

The vast Chinese market is the
next big target but this is more
problematic. “The issue is the
very high levels of protectionism that impedes entry into
China,” Lizón explains. “This is
really something that European
policymakers should prioritise
as easier access to China would
really help many European companies such as ours.”

Arturo Lizón, project coordinator, INNOPREFAT
© Arturo Lizón

With the digital services that we’ve built
around the products, our clients are able to develop
and market ‘personalised nutrition solutions’ based on
MetabolAid.
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New projects, new horizons
The future looks very bright for
Monteloeder. With six clinical
trials and a large amount of data,
AI techniques can be applied
to develop more sophisticated
preventive health models.

”
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One of the projects that they’re
currently running uses all of the
clinical trials’ data regarding
the evolution of blood pressure.
The data includes information

about habits, environment,
personal characteristics and
more and it was enough to
develop a predictive model to
manage blood pressure using
AI techniques.
“Projects such as this are
for sure the future of Health
Management and Monteloeder
is very much a pioneer in bringing this future into the present,”
concludes Lizón.

INNOPREFAT
⇢ Coordinated by Monteloeder
in Spain
⇢ Funded under H2020-SME
and H2020-FOOD
⇢ cordis.europa.eu/project/
id/783838

© Anetlanda, Shutterstock

In issue 84 of Research*eu, we interviewed Arturo Lizón, coordinator of the INNOPREFAT project on behalf of
Spanish SME Monteloeder. Their MetabolAid product provides a nature-inspired solution to help deal with metabolic
syndrome which affects around 25 % of the world’s population. When last we spoke, they were preparing to introduce
MetabolAid to major markets across the world. We reconnected with Lizón to see how they’ve been progressing.

I N D U S T R I A L T E C H N O LO G I E S

While-you-wait spectacles
around the corner thanks
to nanoscale printing
Innovative nanoscale-level printing technology could speed up the production of
everything from ophthalmic glasses to connected devices in the Internet of Things.

© Tero Vesalainen, Shutterstock

Nobody likes to wait for their new glasses to be made. Now,
new printing technology of flat optics may dramatically
speed up the process for Europeans. Flat optics is a technological development used in a wide variety of devices,
including smartphones. The term refers to ultra-fine materials
that can manipulate and control light with incredible dexterity.
Such metasurfaces are arrays of microscopic optical
elements, spaced at subwavelength levels. These give
opportunities for new physical phenomena and manipulation beyond that seen in 3D materials and could completely revolutionise optics. This finely tuned control over
light, and at such small scales, could transform largescale applications using technologies that depend on or
communicate using light.

Size and weight are critical to creating successful flat
optics. The EU-supported DeLight (Digital Resonant Laser
Printing for Mass Customization of Flat Optics) project
has the aim of creating a method to mass-produce flat
optics using ultra-high-resolution laser printing technology. The new nanoscale laser printing technique is
pivotal where size and weight of materials are paramount.
“In DeLight, we conducted early innovation activities
to analyse the business potential for our novel, onresonance laser printing technology. An initial list of
potential products and paths for a competitive business
model was analysed through contact and discussions with
commercial players in the photonics market,” says Anders
Kristensen, DeLight project coordinator.
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The project took steps to make printing flat optics commercially viable, including clarifying the technical roadblocks to be overcome. “Through our own research and
dialogue with relevant companies, we have described a
realistic path forward,” adds Kristensen, professor and
head of section, Nano and Bio-physical Systems, at the
Technical University of Denmark.

HIGH-TECH PRINTING
The laser printing technology offers ultra-high-resolution
laser printing on nanotextured, template surfaces – optical
metasurfaces. “Individual pixels – called meta-atoms –
down to 70 nm in size are opto-thermally modified by
resonant optical absorption of light from a focused laser
beam,” Kristensen explains.
DeLight’s printing technology allows for the production of
flat optics at speed and scale. The field of applications
is wide, and includes: advanced optical filters used to
control beams of light; ophthalmic lenses used in spectacles; and optical sensor technology for use in the Internet of Things.
The Technical University of Denmark has so far submitted three international patent applications for
the technology.

SIGHT OF THE FUTURE
“The DeLight early innovation activities resulted in a
vision for a university spin-out: to introduce on-demand
prescription lenses printed in the shop, while you wait,”
notes Kristensen.
The speed and precision of the printing means customers
will be able to get prescription glasses in a fraction of
the time, which could completely disrupt the market for
glasses and bring innovations to the sector.
The DeLight project will now pursue the business vision
for the project in the EIC Pathfinder project ODYSSEY.
The Horizon 2020 grant allowed the project to develop
the commercial side of the research results from the
European Commission’s Future and Emerging Technologies
project CHROMAVISION.

DELIGHT
⇢ Coordinated by the Technical University of Denmark
in Denmark
⇢ Funded under H2020-FET
⇢ cordis.europa.eu/project/id/801371
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Numerical tools make the
design of novel fuel-injection
equipment more cost-effective
To comply with EU emissions legislation, the development of fuel-injection equipment
to reduce pollutant emissions from liquid-fuelled transportation and power generation
systems is a top industrial priority. However, new fuel-injection equipment design is
constrained by gaps in the understanding of complex microscale multiphase flow processes
and today’s computing power.
Modern, electronically controlled fuel-injection systems
that operate over a wide range of pressures and fuel
compositions represent one of the key technologies for
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reducing pollutant emissions formed during the combustion from these liquid-fuelled transportation and
power generation systems. “The common denominator

“
”

© Yurchanka Siarhei, Shutterstock

As a result, these models will benefit
industry and companies like fuel injection
and combustion systems manufacturers that
adopt them as design tools for developing
new fuel-injection systems and combustion
concepts.
they developed relevant SGS closure models. These
models were then implemented in various LES codes.
Team members considered specific phenomena, including the effects of cavitation bubble collapse on primary
atomisation of diesel and gasoline fuels, bubble/vapour
formation in liquid oxygen nozzles, and air/fuel oil
mixture properties on atomisation in fuel oil burners,
as well as the effect of liquid droplet aerodynamics, water
emulsion, flow turbulence and droplet impact with
surfaces on their fragmentation.
in all the different designs currently available is the
formation of multiphase flows that control fuel atomisation and the subsequent properties and mixing of the
injected fuel sprays,” says Manolis Gavaises, scientific
coordinator of the EU-funded HAoS (Holistic Approach
of Spray Injection through a Generalized Multi-phase
Framework) project and professor at the coordinating
institution City, University of London. This research was
undertaken with the support of the Marie SkłodowskaCurie programme.

EXPERIMENTS USING DIRECT
NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS
Project partners worked on the development and experimental validation of computational fluid dynamics (CFD)
models by addressing the flow processes realised in
fuel-injection equipment (FIE) for a broad range of combustion concepts. These include conventional gasoline
and diesel fuel engines, gas turbines, rocket engines and
fuel oil burners used in power generation. The partners’
core research subjects were flow phenomena such as the
nucleation of bubbles during cavitation, flash boiling and
water emulsion, as well as the further fragmentation processes of formed liquid structures.
The researchers’ primary objective was to understand
and model these processes under the framework of a
large eddy simulation (LES) CFD model. “In this approach,
the aforementioned unresolved subgrid-scale (SGS) processes require modelling while their effect on engineering
scales at affordable computing timescales is achieved
by numerical simulations,” explains Gavaises. Through
tailored experiments and direct numerical simulations,

INDUSTRIAL APPLICATIONS
The HAoS team validated the developed simulation tools
against the newly obtained benchmark experimental
data. Current state-of-the-art models lack these tools.
Validation involved diesel and gasoline fuel injectors,
air-blast atomisers, Y-jet atomisers used with oil burners and injectors used with cryogenic fluids for rocket
engines. “Such comparisons demonstrate the applicability
and added value of the developed models for internal
combustion engines, gas turbines, fuel burners and even
rocket engine fuel injectors,” concludes Gavaises. “As a
result, these models will benefit industry and companies
like fuel injection and combustion systems manufacturers
that adopt them as design tools for developing new fuelinjection systems and combustion concepts.”
In addition, HAoS results will benefit the wider fluid
mechanics community, which will gain from the newfound physical knowledge of the link between in-nozzle
multiphase flow and atomisation. Lastly, the project
trained 15 early-stage researchers, fostering a new generation of scientists in FIE technology.

HAOS
⇢ Coordinated by City, University of London in the
United Kingdom
⇢ Funded under H2020-MSCA-ITN
⇢ cordis.europa.eu/project/id/675676
⇢ Project website: haos-itn.eu
bit.ly/30UUnZm
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Blockchain technology makes
secure, low-cost and simple
payments a reality for all
Europeans should have the right to participate in the digital economy regardless of
age, wealth or nationality, but major banking IT system issues stand in their way.
An EU initiative delivered blockchain technology that overcomes obstacles involving
scalability and compliance.
Centralised banking IT architecture is plagued with low
performance and increased maintenance costs that are
transferred down to customers. “As a result, there are
about 165 million people living in Europe who are underserviced by banks because they are poor, underage or come
from foreign countries,” notes Robert Kaluza, coordinator of the EU-funded project BILLON (Disrupting the
economy – FinTech blockchain solution revolutionises
direct payments. Secure, low-cost and simple bank-free
payments for everyone). “It’s also estimated that 2.5 million Europeans who applied for a bank account were
rejected for being below the poverty line.”

TACKLING FINANCIAL
EXCLUSION
The BILLON team created a national currency distributed
digital cash system that functions as an ecosystem for
peer-to-peer payments. It’s complementary to existing
payment schemes and legacy technologies, and makes
frictionless payments available to everyone at very little
cost. “Blockchain allowed us to not rely on any intermediary
like a bank or card provider, but rather to carry out near
real-time transactions directly between interested
parties,” explains Kaluza. “By embedding e-money
regulations into our protocol, we enable transactions in
currencies like the pound sterling using blockchain.”
To build the ecosystem’s foundation, project partners
designed two solutions that meet the needs of those
underserved by current payment providers. The first
product is a motivations and loyalty tool for businesses
that provides encouragement to target groups such
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as employees, clients, temp workers and gig economy
participants through instant incentives like bonuses
and rewards.

REVOLUTIONISING
DIRECT PAYMENTS
“By putting motivation and loyalty programmes on
blockchain, businesses can slash payment processing
costs and improve their insights into customer behaviour
thanks to data collected during every transaction,” adds
Kaluza. Money recipients in turn benefit from a better
user experience, as payments are instant and money
can be easily cashed out at an ATM or transferred to a
bank account.
The second product involves e-commerce payments and
monetisation of online content for small businesses and
content creators like streamers, bloggers and YouTubers.
It enables these end users to accept real-time payments
for their products or content regardless of the value.
Both solutions received positive feedback from high-end
clients and their customers.
To commercialise the products, the project team applied
for licences to process e-money transactions in Poland
and the United Kingdom where it operates. “Thanks to
these licences, we’ll be able to offer several payment
services in Polish and British national currencies, provide e-money wallets, issue payment instructions, make
transactions, and exchange currencies or remittance,”
Kaluza says. Issuing e-money in the form of a national
currency will have the same value as cash and money in
a bank account. “Being granted the first-ever e-money

© everything possible, Shutterstock

“

The regulatory-compliant
blockchain technology results in an extremely
fast and safe payment method that can be
used by any person with a smartphone,
regardless of their financial standing, age or
social status.

”

licence in Poland was publicly lauded as a tremendous
success and a new approach to Polish financial regulations concerning fintech.”
The accolades don’t stop there. The blockchain technology
won Best Corporate Blockchain Project at The Europas
Awards, picked up a World Summit Award in Business &
Commerce, and was featured in The FinTech50, an annual
list of the 50 hottest fintech companies in Europe. “The

regulatory-compliant blockchain technology results in an
extremely fast and safe payment method that can be
used by any person with a smartphone, regardless of their
financial standing, age or social status,” concludes Kaluza.

B I L LO N
⇢
⇢
⇢
⇢

Coordinated by Billon in Poland
Funded under H2020-LEIT-ICT and H2020-SME
cordis.europa.eu/project/id/783861
Project website: billongroup.com
bit.ly/2ATg3f2
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Using data to understand –
and predict – fashion trends
Using technology and big data, a team of European researchers is developing a number of
tools to help fashion retailers improve the customer experience.
In the cut-throat fashion industry, the key to staying ahead
of the competition is being able to understand customer
needs and predict future trends. Now, thanks to big data,
fashion retailers can do this better than ever.

“From a business perspective, any efficiency gains in supplier management and shipping and handling are minor
compared to the gains one could obtain from better
understanding customer personalities and habits.”
To help retailers ‘get inside the customer’s head’, the
EU-funded FashionBrain (Understanding Europe’s Fashion Data Universe) project is turning to technology and
big data.

DATA AND MACHINE LEARNING
The project set out to improve the fashion industry’s
value chain by developing innovative new shopping
experiences, helping retailers identify and track influencers, and predicting upcoming fashion trends. To do
this, researchers consolidated and extended existing technologies in the areas of: database management; data
mining; machine learning; image processing; information
retrieval; and crowdsourcing.
“To start, we gathered and combined the sheer amount of
data generated by different players in the fashion industry. We involved manufacturers and distribution networks,
online shops, large retailers, social media platforms, call
centres and the fashion media,” explains Checco. “This
data was then curated, analysed and used as input for
our machine learning algorithms.”
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From this work came several important tools and solutions. Take for example FaBIAM, an integrated infrastructure
for storing, managing and processing heterogeneous
fashion data.
The project also developed a state-of-the-art library for
natural language processing (NLP), called Flair.
NLP is a field focused on programming computers to process and analyse large amounts of natural language data.
“Flair represents a novel approach to addressing such
fundamental NLP tasks as syntactic and semantic analysis,” adds Checco. “During the project, we demonstrated
that this approach outperforms all existing methods by
a significant margin and is available as an open source.”
Other important outcomes include an end-to-end
text-to-image search function, a fashion influencer discovery
tool, and a method for predicting fashion trends (PredTS).

ALREADY BENEFITING COMPANIES
According to Checco, these tools benefit retailers by
enabling novel services that improve a customer’s
shopping experience and boost brand loyalty.

© Zapp2Photo, Shutterstock

“Even having a complete record of past purchases is
not enough to fully understand how items from a product catalogue align with a customer’s general tastes,”
says Alessandro Checco, a researcher at the University
of Sheffield.

“

From a business perspective, any efficiency
gains in supplier management and shipping and
handling are minor compared to the gains one
could obtain from better understanding customer
personalities and habits.

”

“For example, a customer will be able to receive personalised recommendations and perform advanced fashion item
searches by image, complex textual description, etc.,” he
says. “At the same time, a retailer can compose a marketing story about a product that fits the customer’s taste
instead of merely showing them an item and its price.”
But these aren’t just theories, as FashionBrain’s tools are
benefiting companies now. For example, Zalando has seen

a measurable increase in revenue per customer thanks to
its use of Flair. Analytics provider MonetDB Solutions not
only doubled its size, it also received new investments
and acquired several new customers – including publicly
listed multinationals.

FA S H I O N B R A I N
⇢ Coordinated by the University of Sheffield in the
United Kingdom
⇢ Funded under H2020-LEIT-ICT
⇢ cordis.europa.eu/project/id/732328
⇢ Project website: fashionbrain-project.eu
bit.ly/2W29DSW
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Dynamic glare control
turns windows into transparent
video screens
While glass offers buildings outside views, insulation and shelter, controlling glare
usually involves cumbersome expensive solutions. Created by the VW project,
VideowindoW changes glass transparency to control glare, converting window
facades into transparent video screens.
Glass on building facades offers occupants warmth,
shelter and, crucially, outside views. But when controlling
glare from the sun, solutions such as mechanical blinds
and shutters usually result in trade-offs which compromise visibility. Additionally, their regular maintenance adds
to cost.
Electrochromic glass, which can be tinted, is one solution
for minimising glare but it can be expensive and slow
to operate.
The EU-supported VW (Glare control with media
functionality – VideowindoW) project has developed
a dynamic, pixel-based, glare control system called

VideowindoW, which lowers costs while also offering a
source of revenue, as it can display commercial content.
By ensuring the best use of daylight, the system reduces
the energy used for interior illumination. When applied
inside insulation glass, VideowindoW also increases the
facade’s heat resistance, reducing the energy used for air
conditioning. VideowindoW can save up to 30 % on the
total energy consumption of building systems through a
20 % reduction in the need for climate control and 10 %
less interior lighting.
“It adds functional benefits to glass such as glare reduction, insulation and reduced carbon footprint, while
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“

It adds functional benefits to glass
such as glare reduction, insulation and
reduced carbon footprint, while unlocking
previously untapped commercial value. It
converts glass from a cost to a potential source
of revenue!

unlocking previously untapped commercial value. It converts glass from a cost to a potential source of revenue!”
says Mark Oudenhoven, VideowindoW co-founder and
project coordinator.
EU support enabled the team to gather further market
research by interviewing industry leaders. Surveys of over
100 medium to large-sized airports in Europe identified
these as a good market to target.

THE PIXELATED SOLUTION
Once VideowindoW has been applied directly to the glass
facades of buildings, the system’s algorithm continuously interprets live light sensor data to control glare. This
adjusts the degree of transparency of each pixel used in
its display.
The display itself is monochrome, with many shades of
grey. The shades are adjusted according to content and
glare, to preserve contrast and readability. If incoming
sunlight suddenly brightens, the content assumes darker
tones, becoming less transparent.
The system can generate any kind of content, from
abstract patterns to video art and photography. As well
as catering to aesthetic needs, content can also be entertaining, informative and commercial, carrying advertising
for example.
Since September last year, the team have successfully been
running a pilot with 25 square metres of VideowindoW
fitted to the window of one gate in the departure lounge
of Rotterdam The Hague Airport (RTHA). Here the system

”

showcased content created by students from the Willem de Kooning Academy of art in Rotterdam and content from the Boijmans van Beuningen Museum of
modern art’s collection.
“The pilot has attracted widespread interest from airports
worldwide, as well as property developers, corporate
tenants, media companies and architects. Some have
already dubbed VideowindoW ‘The modern stained-glass
window’,” explains Oudenhoven.

NEXT-GENERATION VIDEOWINDOW
VideowindoW’s modular design works for any size and
dimension of window frame. Its suitability for new constructions, as well as being retrofittable to existing structures, make it likely to appeal to a broad range of building
designers and managers.
To develop VideowindoW further, the team are working to
further improve the software and underlying algorithm, for
a VideowindoW 2.0 pilot in the first half of 2021. Towards
this end, they are engaging with potential display sector
partners capable of jointly developing the technology.

© VW

The initial target market is airports, as they combine large
glass façades with the resulting need for glare control
and high passenger numbers. Having a large footfall
offers potential for media value such as advertising revenue. Other transportation hubs, like railway stations, will
also be targeted, as will public buildings such as libraries,
exhibition centres and museums.

VW
⇢ Coordinated by VideowindoW in the Netherlands
⇢ Funded under H2020-LEIT, H2020-SME and
H2020-Societal Challenges
⇢ cordis.europa.eu/project/id/876524
⇢ Project website: videowindow.eu
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New tests offer ‘smoking gun’
signatures for dark matter
and modified gravity

© Mars Brashok, Shutterstock

Gravitational waves are letting astronomers probe for the possible origin of phenomena that can only
be explained by the presence of dark matter or modifications to the laws of gravity. EU research has
provided tell-tale signatures that may result in finding particles, forces and fields yet undiscovered.
The discovery of ripples in space-time that were
produced by a collision between two black holes
vindicates Einstein but it also does much more: it offers
astronomers a tool for testing new physics. Gravitational
waves could throw light on mysteries such as dark
energy and dark matter which do not fall under the
watch of the Standard Model. Furthermore, they could
help astronomers describe gravity according to the
principles of quantum mechanics.

TWEAKING EINSTEIN’S
GRAVITY THEORY
An idea the StronGrHEP (Strong Gravity and High-Energy
Physics) project has investigated is extending Einstein’s
general relativity with a new theory, dubbed scalar tensor
gravity. This suggests that the universe is filled with an
extra field that has yet to be detected. This research was
undertaken with the support of the Marie SkłodowskaCurie Actions programme.
It means the supernova explosion of a dying star would
not only be visible as a burst of gravitational waves, but
there would be an afterglow of gravitational waves that
we might detect. “We could direct the Laser Interferometer
Gravitational-Wave Observatory (LIGO) to regions of the
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sky where stars have exploded – for example in Kepler’s
Supernova – to try to detect such an afterglow from the
scalar field that may persist centuries after the actual
explosion,” notes project coordinator Ulrich Sperhake.

black holes are dark shadows surrounded by a crown of
light emitted by different regions of the accretion disk.
The black hole’s extreme gravity skews light, causing the
disk to resemble a helmet. The team explored these black
hole shadows in detail under the prisms of modified gravity. The resulting images revealed a remarkably complex
structure reminiscent of fractal images.

BLACK HOLES ACTING AS
MESSENGERS OF MODIFIED
GRAVITY THEORIES

PROMINENT DARK MATTER
CANDIDATES

“When two black holes collide, they merge into a single black
hole that rings much like a bell struck by a hammer, sending
out gravitational waves. Embedded in these gravitational
waves are specific frequencies (tones), which are akin to
individual notes in a musical chord. The frequency spectrum
of these tones acts like a fingerprint in identifying a black
hole and the gravity theory that governs its oscillations,”
explains Sperhake. Astronomers can detect the signals if
they stay above the sensitivity threshold of LIGO/VIRGO.

“Black hole shadows could also be affected by the presence of dark matter,” adds Sperhake. The team modelled
what shadows might look like if the theoretical subatomic
axion particles are present.
Very light bosonic fields are another class of appealing
dark matter candidates. If they exist, they should condense around spinning black holes, forming clouds. “Just
like oceans on Earth, these clouds are hit by tides from
other massive bodies. We showed when tides are large
enough, the clouds are ripped off their host black hole, in
a violent tidal disruption event,” concludes Sperhake.

The project team computed such a tone from the event
horizon of a black hole binary – it would be of weaker
strength than the one detected in 2015. This fingerprint
will allow for searching for or ruling out evidence of gravitational wave echoes stemming from black hole mimickers – exotic compact objects such as wormholes that
do not have an event horizon. This data provides the
foundation for conducting deep tests of gravity theory
and possibly finding evidence of its partial breakdown.

STRONGRHEP
⇢ Coordinated by the University of Cambridge in
the United Kingdom
⇢ Funded under H2020-MSCA-RISE
⇢ cordis.europa.eu/project/id/690904
⇢ Project website: bit.ly/3f1L4vW

The first-ever picture of a black hole obtained by the
Event Horizon Telescope in 2019 could also point to modified gravity. The image matched theoretical predictions:

S PA C E

Innovative model helps unlock
secrets of faraway galaxies
New modelling techniques could enable astronomers to identify some of the earliest
galaxies in the universe, helping them fill in key details about how our cosmos evolved.
Astronomers are time travellers. The more distant the
galaxies they encounter, the closer they get to the beginning of the universe, because of the time it takes light to
reach us. This is where many clues as to the origins and
evolution of the cosmos can be found.
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“The DeepIMPACT research focused on a specific era
of cosmic evolution called the Epoch of Reionisation,”
explains project coordinator Livia Vallini, now postdoctorate researcher at the Scuola Normale Superiore in
Pisa, Italy.

have a greater impact on the luminosity across the whole
of the galaxy, because of its relatively small size.”

© Outer Space, Shutterstock

DISCOVERING THE COSMOS

“This occurred when the universe was between
300 million and 1 billion years old: the universe is over
13 billion years old. Gases started to collapse to form
galaxies, and within these galaxies, stars were born,”
says Vallini, who conducted her research in DeepIMPACT
(Deep Investigation on Molecular Processes At early
Cosmic Times) with support from the EU’s Marie
Skłodowska-Curie Actions programme.

Vallini developed models designed to enable astronomers to identify faraway galaxies based on this fact. The
models should help scientists to gain a better understanding of the actual size of these galaxies, and the effect of
black holes on the surrounding environment. Completed in
January 2020, Vallini has been able to publish over
10 academic papers on her findings related to the discovery of distant galaxies.

The universe is over
13 billion years old

This era is critical to our understanding of the cosmos,
because these early galaxies had a profound impact on
the evolution of the universe. Each new star produced
photons – light – which travelled out of these early galaxies,
affecting the properties of gases across the universe.
“This is what we mean when we talk about the Epoch of
Reionisation,” adds Vallini. “We now live in a universe that
is completely reionised.”

LET THERE BE LIGHT
Scientists are still unclear however as to exactly when
this era started and ended, as well as the properties of
the galaxies that contributed most to this process. These
first-generation galaxies are also extremely far away, and
very difficult to analyse.
Because of this, simulations and mathematical models
are needed. The goal of the DeepIMPACT project was to
identify peculiar properties of faraway galaxies which,
already at that time, hosted supermassive black holes.
This will help astronomers to identify them.
This research was undertaken at Leiden University,
the Netherlands. It enabled Vallini to work closely with
Xander Tielens, a professor and world-renowned figure in
the field of astrochemistry.

One of the unexpected benefits of the DeepIMPACT models
is that they are adaptable and flexible enough to be applied
to the nearby universe. “Even though our focus was on faraway galaxies, our DeepIMPACT results have been used to
plan observations both in the distant universe and in nearby
galaxies,” says Vallini.
“In this way, DeepIMPACT has contributed a small piece of a
much bigger puzzle of galaxy evolution. There are of course
still many things we don’t understand,” Vallini concludes.

D E E P I M PA C T
“During my PhD in Italy, I focused on modelling the luminosity of faraway galaxies,” Vallini notes. “The DeepIMPACT
project was based on my hunch that galaxies formed early
on were much smaller and compact than, say, our own. If
these galaxies have a black hole at the centre, then this will

⇢
⇢
⇢
⇢

Coordinated by Leiden University in the Netherlands
Funded under H2020-MSCA-IF
cordis.europa.eu/project/id/746119
Project website: liviavallini.weebly.com.
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Working to make the quantum
phase device a reality
A group of young researchers in the Netherlands are working to control
the quantum phase transition in electronic devices.
Superconductors, ferromagnetism, and charge density
waves are all quantum states that could enhance the
functionality of electronic devices. However, doing so
requires the development of transistors capable of controlling these quantum states.
Although such special transistors have been around for
some time, because they rely on electrochemistry, they
aren’t very efficient. That’s why their use hasn’t evolved
beyond the demonstration phase and, over time, they
have been pretty much forgotten about.
Yet, for Justin Ye, a researcher at the University of Groningen
in the Netherlands, these designs could hold the key to
enabling quantum-capable transistors. With the support of the EU-funded Ig-QPD (Ion-gated Interfaces for
Quantum Phase Devices) project, Ye has dusted off and
reworked these original designs. “In a sense, this project
works in reverse,” he says. “We took the original transistor
design based on electrochemistry and, by playing with the
so-called ionic gating, showed how it could be transformed
into a superconductor.”
As a result, the project has advanced the state of the art in
technology capable of inducing and controlling quantum
phase using field effect. It also took this one step further,
applying the controlled quantum phases as electronic
functionalities for electronic devices.

In doing so, it allows electrical energy to be transferred
between two points with perfect efficiency and losing nothing to heat. This method also allows researchers
to mix different properties of quantum phase. “For example, using a magnetic ionic liquid we are able to control
ferromagnetism,” adds Ye.
According to Ye, the team succeeded in developing a highly
efficient, tuneable interface with ion-movement-mediated
gating. This could serve as a platform for new electronic
devices, allowing them to use field effect to control
quantum phase transitions.
The project also worked on a broad range of 2D materials, including transition metal dichalcogenides. Here,
researchers discovered so-called Ising superconductivity
in molybdenum disulfide (MoS2), which is arguably the
most resilient state against an applied magnetic field.

MAKING A BIG IMPRESSION
Although the project is still a work in progress, it is already
making a big impression in the scientific field. “Our work
represents an exciting new field of research that is attracting the attention of research groups around the world,”
notes Ye. “This can be seen in the many leading scientific
journals that have published our findings on realising the
quantum phase device.”

CONTROLLING THE QUANTUM
PHASE TRANSITION
The key objective of the Ig-QPD project was to successfully
control the quantum phase transition in electronic devices. To
do this, researchers built devices using ion-gated transistors.
“This makes it possible to reach the capacity needed to induce
quantum phase, such as superconductivity,” explains Ye.
Ye notes that superconductivity is the phenomenon where
a charge moves through a material without resistance.
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Our work represents an exciting
new field of research that is attracting the
attention of research groups around the
world.

© BAIVECTOR, Shutterstock

The project also succeeded in supporting the research
of six PhD students and two postdocs. Two of the
PhD students have since graduated and the two postdocs
have found academic work in a related field. “In addition
to the groundbreaking research coming out of this project,
Ig-QPD also played an important role in providing the
training and growth for these young scientists who represent the future of quantum phase devices,” adds Ye.

IG-QPD
⇢ Hosted by the University of Groningen in
the Netherlands
⇢ Funded under H2020-ERC
⇢ cordis.europa.eu/project/id/648855
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Catching a cosmic Houdini
in the act will shed new light
on the enigmatic neutrino
Theoretically, every matter particle has a corresponding antimatter particle, yet
we observe much more matter than antimatter. The hypothesis that the mysterious
neutrino may be its own antineutrino addresses this asymmetry and may soon be
supported by data thanks to enhanced detection capability.
Theories and experimental discoveries over the last century have led to remarkable insight into the (very few)

fundamental building blocks of our universe, the stuff of
which everything is made. The Standard Model of particle
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0νββ is a hypothetical process
in which an atomic nucleus undergoes a
radioactive decay with the emission of two
electrons and no neutrinos. This can only
happen if the neutrino is its own antineutrino
and the two particles annihilate each other.
The observation of this process could explain
why there is more matter than antimatter in
the universe, one of the most important open
questions in particle physics.

physics, developed in the 1970s, is our most complete
description of the particle world.
However, the Standard Model has some significant
and acknowledged gaps. With the support of the
Marie Skłodowska-Curie Actions (MSCA), the MELODIC
(Molecule for low diffusion TPCs for rare event searches)
project paved the way to filling in some of those gaps
with unique information about neutrinos, matter and antimatter, and the physics beyond the Standard Model.

NOW YOU SEE IT, NOW YOU DON’T
Particles and their antiparticles have the same masses
and equal but opposite charges, and annihilate each other
when in proximity. This has interesting implications for the
chargeless neutrino, and many now believe these enigmatic particles may act as both matter and antimatter.
One of the best ways to study antineutrinos is to detect
the occurrence of neutrinoless double beta decay (0νββ),
until now only hypothesised to occur. Double-beta decay
(2νββ), a rare event that has been observed in several
isotopes, results in the emission of two electrons and two
neutrinos. MSCA fellow Neus López March notes: “0νββ
is a hypothetical process in which an atomic nucleus
undergoes a radioactive decay with the emission of two
electrons and no neutrinos. This can only happen if the
neutrino is its own antineutrino and the two particles
annihilate each other. The observation of this process
could explain why there is more matter than antimatter in
the universe, one of the most important open questions
in particle physics.”

THE FOG CLEARS
López March set out to enhance the ability to detect 0νββ
in a high-pressure xenon-gas time projection chamber
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(TPC) by reducing electron diffusion, thus enhancing resolution and improving background rejection. 0νββ can
be detected by measuring the energy of the electrons
released in the decay of the isotope xenon-136 to see if
the total adds up to exactly 2.458 MeV, meaning that no
energy was carried away by undetectable neutrinos.
“We exploited xenon doped with helium to diminish diffusion, exploiting the fact that the electrons are better
cooled via elastic collisions with the helium than with
xenon. This prevents the point-ionisation trace from
becoming a cloud, enhancing detection. Then, the use
of an array of silicon photomultipliers provided topological
information distinguishing between two-electron and
single-electron events,” López March explains. Employing
these principles, López March’s team of physicists and
mechanical and electronic engineers designed, built and
operated the NEXT-DEMO++ detector, a demonstrator
for the Neutrino Experiment with a Xenon TPC at IFIC, all
within the 2-year MSCA fellowship.

READY FOR WHAT
COMES NEXT
Preliminary results from the demonstrator confirmed that
transverse diffusion is reduced by a factor of 3 when
doping the xenon with 15 % helium. A publication is in
progress. This enhancement could be just what we
need to finally observe a double-neutrino vanishing act
providing proof that neutrinos are also antineutrinos,
forever altering the description of our particle universe.

M E LO D I C
⇢
⇢
⇢
⇢

Coordinated by the University of Valencia in Spain
Funded under H2020-MSCA-IF
cordis.europa.eu/project/id/740055
Project website: next.ific.uv.es/melodic

AGENDA

NOVEMBER 2020
WORLDWIDE
World Science Day for Peace &
Development

10
NOV
14
NOV

ONLINE
Joint EOSC-hub/FREYA/SSHOC Conference
⇢ bit.ly/2EGt6Tw

16➔19
NOV
17➔19
NOV

BRUSSELS, BELGIUM
LIVESEED Final Congress &
Organic Innovation Days
⇢ bit.ly/2Ez965n

WORLDWIDE
⇢ World Diabetes Day

ONLINE
2nd Elephant User Workshop –
Human Brain Project (HBP)
⇢ bit.ly/3lxoEHl

24➔25
NOV

MORE
EVENTS

cordis.europa.eu/
news

3-5
NOV

BERLIN, GERMANY & ONLINE
European Big Data Value Forum
Organised by the Big Data Value Association (BDVA) and the European Commission,
the theme of this year’s event is ‘Building a strong European Data and AI Ecosystem'.
The event aims to contribute to the European discussions on the European Data and
AI Strategy, specifically addressing key topics for Europe, including how Big Data can
help with current societal challenges, including responses to the COVID-19 pandemic.
⇢ european-big-data-value-forum.eu

Whilst at the time of writing all of these events were scheduled to take place, we advise all of our readers to regularly check
the status of each event due to the continued uncertainty caused by the novel coronavirus epidemic in Europe – events may be
cancelled, rescheduled or reformulated (e.g. switched to being a digital event only) at any time.
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CORDIS RESULTS PACK ON
ENVIRONMENTAL OBSERVATIONS
This CORDIS Results Pack introduces you to nine EU-funded
projects that have been contributing to the efforts to upscale
Europe’s EO capacities and to develop solutions meeting
specific users’ needs. They are also actively helping to fully
realise the EuroGEO initiative.

Check out the Pack at:
cordis.europa.eu/article/id/421641

For a free magazine subscription and more go to:
cordis.europa.eu/research-eu
Follow us on social media too!
facebook.com/EUresearchResults
twitter.com/CORDIS_EU
youtube.com/CORDISdotEU
instagram.com/cordis_eu
Follow us on facebook and twitter:
facebook.com/EULawandPublications

Follow ustwitter.com/EUPublications
on facebook and twitter:
facebook.com/EULawandPublications
twitter.com/EUPublications
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